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Metal mines operating in British Columbia have fallen from a peak of about 120 to the current level of 6.
Over the past 10 years only one new mine has restarted while many have shut down. Currently, many
operating mines are nearing the end of their active mine lives, which will leave British Columbia with very
few operating metal mines in the near future. The current provincial government has indicated to the
mining industry and the international finance community that British Columbia has enormous potential for
mining and that mining in British Columbia is an emerging rather than a declining industry.
Despite being rich in resources, central British Columbia is relatively impoverished in terms of economic
development and employment opportunities. Forestry has historically been a mainstay industry in BC but
the devastating effects of the mountain pine beetle have put the future of the interior forest industry in
jeopardy. The construction and operation of a long-term environmentally responsible and sustainable
mine will contribute significantly to the economic well-being of this region.
Copper is a primary metal, used in industrial development worldwide and demand for the metal is
growing. It has unique chemical and physical properties, including high electrical conductivity and
resistance to corrosion, as well as excellent malleability and ductility, characteristics that make it an ideal
material for use in the electrical energy, telecommunications, building construction, transportation and
industrial machinery businesses, wire and cable products.
These uses account for as much as 75% of copper consumption. Copper is also an important metal in
non-electrical applications such as plumbing, roofing and, when alloyed with zinc, it forms brass which is
used in many industrial and consumer applications. The building and construction industry accounts for
about 40% of worldwide copper usage.
Global economic development is the principal factor that creates demand for copper. This demand is
driven by the increasing intensity of usage in traditional copper consuming products as well by the
development of new products in which copper is incorporated. The demand for copper is forecast to
continue to grow by 3 to 5% annually over the next number of years. The greatest overall increases in
copper demand are expected to come from rapidly developing nations where economic growth is at a
high level. Currently, China and India are the most dominant of these high industrial growth nations. Other
Asian nations and some of the eastern European nations that have entered the European Union in recent
years are also expected to provide demand in the future. The large populations of the developing nations
create significant demand for consumer products such as access to electrical power and general
improvements in living standards. Plumbing supplies, telecommunications, electrical appliances,
automobiles, and air conditioners are typical consumer products that use significant amounts of copper
and as nations develop the demand for these commodities will increase. Annual copper consumption per
capita in the developing nations is very low by comparison to developed countries but, given their large
populations, a modest increase in per capita consumption will inevitably result in a large increase in
overall copper demand.
Global mine production is the principal source of world copper supply, with recycling of copper scrap
accounting for less than 15% of total supply. Mine production in the Americas, Australia, and Indonesia
produces about 75% of this copper with South America, especially Chile, being the largest contributor at
about 40% of global production.
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Copper prices in the mid-1990s resulted in the development of a significant number of large copper mines
which, in the late 1990s materially increased the copper supply at a time of weakening demand resulting
from a global economic slowdown. The resulting low copper prices caused a reduction in new mine
development projects and therefore the global supply did not keep up with the resurgence in recent
demand being driven by China and India’s strong economic growth. In 2011, the copper supply/demand
deficit was estimated to be approximately 400-500,000 tonnes. Supply and demand is expected to be
somewhat balanced over the next 2-3 years until demand out paces additional supply when the market is
once again under-supplied.
Historically, the price of copper has been both volatile and cyclical, a reflection of economic conditions
and expectations with respect to future supply and demand. During the 1980s and 1990s, the copper
price averaged approx. US$1.00 per pound within a range of US$0.60 to $1.60. Since the late 1990s,
when significant new mine capacity was developed, copper was in the lower portion of its normal price
cycle until relatively recently. The copper price has averaged approximately $3.70 per pound in 2012 and
$3.30 per pound over the past 5 years. With the exception of 2009, the price has remained very stable.
The increasing demand for copper currently being experienced, particularly from Asia, together with the
slowdown in new mine development, has resulted in a strong increase in the copper price. The copper
price is expected to remain strong over at least the next few years. London Metal Exchange inventories
have decreased from 350,000 tonnes in December 2002 to approximately 270,000 tonnes today and no
new significant production is scheduled to come on stream in the near term to assist in rebalancing the
supply/demand deficit.
Average gold production from New Prosperity will not impact world markets, averaging 250,000 oz per
year or 0.35% of world mine production. However new gold mine production in recent years has only
replaced that of closed mines and future production is expected to be flat or declining. With the increasing
difficulty in finding new deposits, increased costs of mine production, and the long lead times required to
develop new mines, the gold from New Prosperity will help fill the gap between production and demand
created by exhaustion of reserves at other mines.
In addition to meeting the demands for copper and gold worldwide, Taseko believes that the Project will
bring training, employment opportunities, and increased investment in services to the local population and
all of British Columbia. On a national level, this project is timely given current copper and gold prices.
Development of the New Prosperity project will contribute to Canada’s role as a producer of copper and
gold in the world economy, and will help sustain Canada as a copper and gold producer. This purpose is
consistent with Canada’s overall strategy of encouraging private corporations to generate national export
commodities and tax revenues from natural resource development.
The Project would employ approximately 750 personnel per year for two years during construction and
407 personnel during operations. This will help offset job losses from recent mine closures and will
provide employment for people affected by the closing down of forestry facilities locally.
The “no project” alternative would mean the loss of employment, business, and training opportunities, as
well as taxes and royalties to all levels of government from Taseko and mine employees. The “no project”
alternative would also mean that no environmental effects from the Project would occur. However, if the
Project was to proceed, environmental effects of the Project are manageable with the designs described
in this EIS and would not result in significant adverse effects on the natural environment. The mine would
be constructed, operated, and closed using sustainable principles, which translate into transferable skills
for mine employees and restoration of the natural environment when the mine closes. The environmental
assessment process provides further opportunity to optimize and improve the overall project plan to the
benefit of all stakeholders.
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The Guidelines specifically request that the purpose of each of the Project components and activities and
their relevance to the overall mine development plan be discussed. This is discussed in Section 2.2.4.
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Project Setting

The New Prosperity property is 125 km southwest of Williams Lake, BC, in the Williams Lake Regional
District. The deposit is 1 km north of Fish Lake and 10 km northeast of Lower Taseko Lake (51°28‟N,
123°37‟W; NTS Sheet 92-O/5E). Topography is subdued with elevations ranging from 1450 to 1600 masl.
Figure 2.2.2-1 shows the regional location of the New Prosperity Project located in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
District.
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Throughout this EIS additional maps including watershed, bathymetric and land use maps are provided to
illustrate the geographic setting in which various aspects of the Project are located. Found within Section
2.6 (Existing Environment) and Section 2.7 (Impact Assessment) are maps and figures depicting, among
other things, environmentally sensitive areas, regional and/or local planning or policy frameworks, and
registered hunting, trapping and guiding areas. In Section 2.6.3 (Physical and Cultural Heritage
Resources) figures showing the locations of protected archaeological sites have not been included at the
request of the Archaeology Branch of the provincial government and First Nations in order to protect
these historic sites.
As requested by the EIS Guidelines, specific discussions of aspects of the environment important for
understanding the potential environmental effects of those components and activities associated with the
new MDP are located in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.
More specifically to the requirements of the guidelines, environmentally sensitive areas, environmental
constraints, and environmental significance and value are discussed within the baseline sections for each
VEC found in Section 2.6. Physical and cultural heritage resources are discussed in Section 2.6.3.
Current land use in the area is discussed in Section 2.6.2.1. Land use planning is discussed in Section
2.1.2, Aboriginal communities and their use of lands and resources for traditional purposes is discussed
in Section 2.6.4, and discussion related to rights and title may be found in Section 2.7.5.
Figure 2.2.2-2 to Figure 2.2.2-7 are photographs showing the project setting from different aspects
around the Fish Creek drainage.

Figure 2.2.2-2 Lower Fish Creek Drainage, Looking South towards Fish Lake
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Figure 2.2.2-3 Pit Location Looking South, Fish Lake in Background

Figure 2.2.2-4 Pit Location Looking Northwest at Lower Fish Creek Catchment
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Figure 2.2.2-5 Cut Block on East Flank of Fish Lake Catchment

Figure 2.2.2-6 South End of Fish Lake, Looking North
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Figure 2.2.2-7 South End of Little Fish Lake, Looking Northwest
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Project Description

Introduction
The Project as proposed would involve a large open pit mine development with a 20 year operating life.
Typical large-scale open pit mining equipment and conventional copper porphyry flotation processing
would be used. In addition to the mine and associated tailings storage facility (TSF) and ore and waste
rock storage areas, the Project includes development of an onsite mill and support infrastructure, a 125
km long power transmission line, a 2.8 km mine access road to connect to existing logging roads and
highways and transport of concentrate to the existing Gibraltar Mine Concentrate Load-out Facility near
Macalister, 54 km north of Williams Lake.
The following definitions will be used to describe the Project, which are consistent with the previous EIS
application, as well as the Project Description of August 2011. The purpose of providing these definitions
is to ensure clarity and consistency throughout the EIS. Furthermore, where possible, these terms will not
be used in a manner other than described below.
Element
An Element is defined as one of the four (4) major parts of the Project:


Mine



Transmission Line



Access Road and Transportation Corridor, and



Concentrate Rail Load-Out Facility.

Components
Components are defined as the physical pieces that make up the Project. Each Element will be made up
of various Components. For example, the Mine will be made of many components, such as the open pit,
waste rock stockpiles, primary crusher, etc.
Features
A Feature is defined as a particular aspect of a given Component. For example, the Mine is made up of
various Components, such as the Tailings Storage Facility (TSF). The TSF, in turn, is made up of various
Features, such as the embankments and the seepage collection ponds.
Activities
Activities are defined as the actions that are performed to construct, operate or close the Project. For
example, drilling and blasting are Activities that are performed in the open pit during pre-production and
operations.
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Mine Development Plan – Component Changes from Previous Project Proposal
The New Prosperity Project consists of four major elements, which are: (1) Mine; (2) Transmission Line;
(3) Access Road and Transportation Corridor; and (4) Concentrate Rail Load-Out Facility. Elements #2,
#3 and #4 remain unchanged from the previous project proposal as shown on Figure 2.2.3-1. Element #1
(the Mine) has many components, features and activities that remain identical from the previous project
proposal. However, some have changed to address the conclusions and findings of the federal panel
report on the project previously assessed.
More specifically, the changes to the project design for Element #1 (the Mine) address the previous panel
findings regarding significant adverse effects on:


Aboriginal rights or title



Current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes by First Nations and on cultural heritage
resources



Fish and fish habitat in the Project area



Users of the meadows within Teztan Yeqoz (Fish Creek) watershed



Xeni Gwet’in / Sonny Lulua trapline



Taseko Lake Outfitters tourism business



Navigation, and



Cumulative effects on the Southern Chilcotin grizzly bear population and on fish and fish habitat.

Through the relocation of the Tailings Storage Facility (TSF), the ore stockpile and the non-PAG waste
rock/overburden stockpile, the mine site layout of New Prosperity preserves Fish Lake and the lower
portions of Upper Fish Creek, including the island in Fish Lake and surrounding archaeology sites. It
reduces hectares of disturbance and habitat fragmentation, and proposes two new mitigation measures to
assist with the province's efforts in documenting and protecting the region's grizzly bear population.
In comparison to the previous project proposal, the development design for New Prosperity results in a
direct increase in capital and operating costs of $300 million in direct costs over the 20-year mine life to
locate these three components away from Fish Lake. This is a design that was not deemed economically
viable under long term commodity forecasts used during the review of the previous project proposal.
Under current long term prices for both copper and gold the design is economically viable.

Components and Activities of the New Mine Development Plan
Element #1 – Mine:
The Project involves a conventional shovel/truck open pit mine with crushed ore conveyed 2 km to a
concentrator at a plant site that includes standard industry infrastructure. The components considered as
part of the Mine include the open pit, open pit dewatering, ore stockpiles, waste rock/overburden
stockpiles, primary crusher and overland conveyor, explosives manufacture and storage, coarse ore
transfer, storage and reclaim, the plant site, the TSF, other infrastructure, water supply and distribution,
communications and plant power distribution. Figure 2.2.3-2 illustrates the revised mine layout.
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Open Pit
The open pit is located just north of Fish Lake. The nominal elevation of the pit rim is 1470 m. The
ultimate open pit would be conical in shape, 1200–1600 m in diameter at the pit rim, and 525 m deep to
an elevation of 945 m.
The open pit will provide 70,000 tpd mill throughput with an average mining rate of approximately
120,000 t of material per day over the active pit life of approximately 16 years, stockpiling ore for
processing in the latter four years of the Project. The open pit will yield 487 Mt of ore, 72 Mt of overburden
stripping, and 328 Mt of waste rock. Non-potentially acid generating (non-PAG) open pit overburden and
waste rock materials will be used to construct the TSF which will impound tailings and potentially acid
generating (PAG) waste materials. Non-PAG materials will also be used for road construction. Mill
throughput, pit yields, volumes of non-PAG and PAG materials for the New Prosperity Project are exactly
the same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Open Pit Dewatering
Pit water will go directly to the mill. When mill operations are temporarily disrupted the pit water will
bypass the mill to the tailings line for discharge into the TSF. A combination of depressurization
techniques including vertical wells, in-pit horizontal drains and collection systems will be implemented as
a staged approach during pit development.
The QD and East fault zones require deep groundwater depressurization in order to minimize the
potential for slope failure on the north and south walls. Shallow perimeter wells will be located outside the
ultimate pit limit. The location of these wells will be determined based upon hydrologic monitoring
information. Horizontal drain holes will be used within the pit based on hydrologic monitoring information
collected during operations.
Water inflows to the open pit will include both groundwater and direct precipitation. The contribution of
direct precipitation to in-pit pumping requirements will vary annually and seasonally. The open pit
dewatering system has been designed to meet the combined requirements of the expected groundwater
pit inflow rates and runoff from precipitation.
While the pit dewatering design must consider the change in the overall MDP, there is no change in the
design of the dewatering system from the previously assessed project.

Ore and Waste Rock/Overburden Stockpiles
The total tonnage of waste material to be mined from the open pit is approximately 400 Mt. The total
waste material types are 12 Mt of PAG overburden, 60 Mt of non-PAG overburden, 225 Mt of PAG waste
rock and 102 Mt of non-PAG waste rock. Non-PAG waste materials will be used to construct the TSF
embankments and for road construction. The non-PAG waste, including overburden, not used in the TSF
embankment or road construction will be deposited to the northeast of the open pit, and the ore stockpile
will be located to the east of the pit.
The haul road from the open pit to the TSF is approximately 2 km longer that the previous project
proposal, which will require a slightly greater volume of non-PAG waste rock/overburden to construct. The
specific non-PAG waste rock/overburden that will be used is identified in Section 2.7.2.1. The total
volume of material used in construction of the embankments is similar to but somewhat less than the total
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volume required for the previous project proposal. As a result, there are differences in the relative
volumes of each material for the construction of each embankment, as well as the timing of annual
volumes required. Section 2.2.5 will identify the material volumes for construction of each of the three
embankments.
PAG overburden and waste rock will be stored sub-aqueously in the TSF. The rate of placement of these
PAG materials within the TSF remains unchanged from the previous project proposal. Furthermore, the
criteria, where the PAG materials will be placed within the TSF, remain unchanged as well.

Primary Crusher and Overland Conveyor
Ore will be hauled from the open pit mining operation to the primary crushing facilities close to the
southeast rim of the open pit. The overland conveyor carries crushed ore directly from the primary crusher
to the crusher stockpile at the plant site. It will generally follow existing topography on a prepared gravel
bed on an upslope route to the crusher stockpile 1.9 km due east. A single lane service road will be
provided along one side of the conveyor. The overhead conveyor, crusher stockpile and service road
have not changed in any way from those components in the previously assessed project.

Explosives Manufacture and Storage
The mining process requires the use of explosives to break apart the rock in the open pit for recovery of
the ore for processing and separation from the surrounding waste rock. Due to the large volumes of
explosive required and the remote location of the mine site, explosives will be manufactured at the mine
site. Taseko is responsible for the safe management of explosives on the site. This will include any tasks
contracted out to a third party.
During the construction phase, bulk explosive products may be transported from existing explosive
facilities at the Gibraltar Mine. The activity will continue until the permanent facility is constructed and
commissioned at New Prosperity. The Explosives Storage compound at New Prosperity will include a
number of buildings including a fully contained manufacturing plant, storage tanks and silos and plant
services.
The location for the Explosives Facility for the New Prosperity Project can be seen on Figure 2.2.3-2. The
final configuration and detailed design of the structures on the compound site will be completed as part of
the permitting process. The Explosives Facility for the New Prosperity Project has been relocated relative
to that described in the previously assessed project as a result of the revised stockpile locations but the
features, activities and volumes of explosive material for the New Prosperity Project are the same as
those described in the previously assessed project.

Coarse Ore Transfer, Storage and Reclaim
Ore will be dumped into the primary crusher located adjacent to the open pit. The crushed ore will then be
conveyed to a coarse stockpile where it will subsequently be fed to the grinding circuit which consists of
SAG and ball mills. The coarse ore conveyor is 1900 m long. The max slope of the conveyor will be 14°
and there is single discharge onto the crusher stockpile. In order to reduce dust emissions, there will be a
water suppression system at the discharge point of the crusher stockpile.
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Reclaim from the crusher stockpile will be provided by inline apron feeders onto SAG mill feed conveyors.
Dust collectors with pickups around the crusher, conveyors and ore transfer points will be installed to
minimize fugitive dust in this area. All components, features and activities associated with coarse ore
transfer, storage and reclaim are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Plant Site / Mineral Processing
The plant site will be located approximately 2 km east of the primary crusher at a nominal elevation of
1560 m on a relatively flat natural plateau on the east slope of the valley. Primary structures at the plant
site will include crusher stockpile and reclaim facilities, concentrator building, main 230 kV substation, and
assay laboratory.
Conventional crushing, grinding and flotation will be used to process ore. The concentrator utilizes
industry standard unit processes and equipment with a nominal throughput of 70,000 dry tpd housed
within an approximately 14,000 m2 pre-engineered structure. The concentrator building is divided into
three main sections: the grinding section, which houses the SAG and ball mills: the beneficiation section
which houses the flotation cells and vertimills, the reagent storage and tailings handling; and, the
concentrate handling section which houses the thickening, filtration and concentrate load out systems.
SAG mill product will be further ground in ball mills. Ball mill product will be directed to banks of rougher
flotation cells giving a mass pull of about 8%. The rougher concentrate will be pumped to the regrind
circuit while the tailings will report to the TSF. The rougher concentrate will be reground in regrind mills.
The reground product will then feed the cleaner flotation circuit with final concentrate reporting to the
dewatering circuit and cleaner circuit tailings reporting to the TSF.
The concentrator load-out area will be a slab on grade. A front end loader will load concentrate trucks
positioned on a truck weight scale. The concentrate thickener and stock tanks will be located at grade
inside the load-out section. Copper concentrate will be the final product. The plant will operate 24 hours
per day, 365 days per year with scheduled downtime for equipment maintenance. As common with every
flotation process, standard chemical reagents will be used to aid in achieving the optimal conditions for
the recovery of the desired minerals. The specific chemical reagents have not yet been finalized. All
components, features and activities associated with the Plant Site and Mineral Processing are the same
as those described in the previously assessed project.

Tailings Storage Facility
The TSF will be located in the upper Fish Creek valley, starting approximately 2 km south of the Plant
Site. The three embankments will be developed in stages throughout the life of the Project using low
permeability glacial till, overburden and non-PAG waste rock materials from stripping operations at the
open pit. The Main Embankment will be expanded in stages across the Fish Creek Valley. The South
Embankment will begin construction after the Main Embankment beginning in Year 1 of operations, so as
to confine tailings at the south end of the Fish Creek catchment. The West Embankment will be
constructed later in the mine life (approximately Year 7 of operations) along the western ridge which
separates the Fish Creek drainage basin from the Onion Lakes drainage basin.
All three embankments will be constructed as water-retaining structures for the entire life of the mine
using the centreline method of construction. For the Main Embankment, this is a fundamental change in
the design that was proposed previously. Namely, on-going raises for the Main Embankment will include
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a low-permeable glacial till core with centreline construction methodology, as opposed to downstream
construction using a spiggoted sand zoned embankment. The Main Embankment will therefore have the
same zoned features as the West and South Embankments throughout the life-of-mine. The primary
purpose of this design feature is to minimize seepage as much as possible from the TSF through the
Main Embankment.
The TSF has been designed to permanently store approximately 480 Mt of tailings and approximately 240
Mt of PAG waste rock and overburden materials, which is the same storage capacity as for the previous
project proposal. Furthermore, the TSF in this location has the potential for a 100% increase in storage
capacity, with a corresponding 40% increase in footprint so can readily accommodate any changes in ore,
waste, PAG, non-PAG distribution in the mine plan. .
Specific overall features of the TSF include:


Three earth-rockfill, zoned embankments: Main, South and West



Eastern TSF diversion ditch along the existing 4500 Forest Service Road (FSR)



Seepage collection ditches downstream of each of the three embankments and four seepage
collection ponds at the toes of each embankment (two at the Main, and one each at each of the West
and South)



Tailings distribution system, which will pump tailings from the Plant Site to the TSF and deposit along
each of the three embankments



Reclaim water system



PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile



Tailings beaches, and



Supernatant water pond.

As a result of the embankment elevations relative to the concentrator, tailings will be pumped from the
onset of operations.

Other Infrastructure
Administration and change house facilities will be located south of the Concentrator Building. The facilities
will be contained in pre-fabricated units. Workers will reside in an on-site camp. The construction camp
will be located adjacent to the south side of the Plant Site. The construction camp will be constructed in
stages in order to accommodate the build-up of personnel from the early stage of construction activity to
the estimated peak of 1000 during construction. The camp accommodation units and services will be
expanded as additional beds are needed. The construction camp to house construction personnel will
gradually be turned over to the mine operations as construction activities wind down.
The truck shop and maintenance facilities will be housed in a pre-engineered building located next to the
Administration Building and south of the Concentrator Building. The assay and environmental laboratory
will be located in a separate building near the service complex. The laboratory will be a pre-engineered
single level building and will contain all the assaying and environmental sampling and testing facilities
plus associated offices for the laboratory personnel. The warehouse will be located immediately south of
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the Concentrator Building in a stretch fabric structure. All components, features and activities associated
with other infrastructure are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Water Supply and Distribution
The Process Water Pond, located adjacent to the concentrator, will have a total storage capacity of
approximately 110,000 m3 and will be supplied by three sources; pit dewatering, surface runoff from the
ore and non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpiles and the tailings supernatant pond reclaim.
Fresh water will be supplied by deep pit dewatering wells and surface run-off collection. Potable water will
be supplied by wells.
Fish Lake will have a collection and distribution system to manage outflows from the lake, as well as
capture non-contact water from the Fish Creek valley, directing flows to the inlet channels of the lake (see
Figure 2.2.3-2). The lake outflows will be managed by a pumping system located at the northern end of
the lake, with water conveyed in a pipeline and released to the inlet channels of the lake, immediately
downstream of the TSF Main Embankment. Excess flows not needed for the inlet channels will be
directed to the TSF. Two non-contact water ponds, located east and south of the TSF will capture water
in the undisturbed catchments surrounding the TSF. Pumping systems located in each pond will direct
water to the inlet channels of the lake, immediately downstream of the TSF Main Embankment. Section
2.7.2.4 and Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B provide detail about the Fish Lake water management for all phases of
the Project, from construction through to post-closure.

Communications
Telephone and facsimile communications from the Project site will be via microwave. Radio and internal
telephone communications systems will be provided from the administration office area to all remote
locations on the network. All components, features and activities associated with communications are the
same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Plant Power Distribution
The plant substation is designed with a single 3-phase 100/133 MVA transformer (230/25 kV) and
associated high voltage switch gear circuit breakers and isolation capable of meeting the peak plant
power demand requirements. The secondary of the main step down transformer feeds a 25 kV switch
gear line up which feeds the various plant areas. Each of the 25 kV breakers feed 7.5/10 MVA
transformers which set the voltage down to 4160 V to feed plant motive loads at this voltage level and
further step down transformer/switchgear unit substations at the 600 V level. Emergency power will be
provided by standby diesel generators. All components, features and activities associated with the plant
power distribution are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.
Element #2 – Transmission Line
Electrical power to the Mine will be supplied from the existing BCTC 230 kV transmission line near Dog
Creek through a new switching station to be designed and constructed by BCTC.
A 3 km wide, economically and technically feasible route for the transmission line was established
following an assessment of a number of possible alternatives. Within this 3 km wide route, a 500 m wide
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corridor has been determined within which the centreline of the eventual 30 to 80 m wide right-of-way will
be selected.
The route, 125 km in length, follows in a general westerly direction from the switching station at Dog
Creek and follows access roads over easy terrain for the majority of its length before terminating at the
proposed New Prosperity Mine. The transmission line will consist of wood or fiberglass pole H-Frame pole
structures similar to standard BCTC/BC Hydro designs with average spans of 225 m.
Taseko will build a 230 kV substation at the Plant Site. The overall plant load demand is estimated to be
an average operating load of 104 MW and peak load of 126 MW. All components, features and activities
associated with the Transmission Line and the substation are the same as those described in the
previously assessed project.

Element #3 – Access Road and Transportation Corridor
Existing road access for purposes of a permanent year-round transportation corridor is already
established to within approximately 3 km of the Plant Site. Existing access from Williams Lake to the Mine
for purposes of construction and operation consists of approximately 90 km of provincial highway and 90
km of gravel forest service roads. An additional 3 km of new gravel road construction will be required from
the 4500 road to the plant site.
Concentrate transportation to the Gibraltar Mine Concentrate Load-out Facility near Macalister will occur
through Williams Lake and continue on 54 km of provincial highway. All components, features and
activities associated with the access road and transportation corridor are the same as those described in
the previously assessed project.
Element #4 – Concentrate Rail Load-Out Facility
Concentrate will be trucked to the CN Rail mainline at the existing Gibraltar Mine Concentrate Load-out
Facility near Macalister. Any capital improvements to the concentrate loading facility will occur within the
existing yard, requiring no change to the overall footprint of the facility. Gibraltar Mines Ltd. is the current
owner and operator of this facility. Gibraltar Mines Ltd. may decide to modify the current operating facility
to accommodate additional concentrate from its current operations and other operations, and it will be
their responsibility to undertake all necessary steps to secure regulatory authority to proceed with such
modifications.

Phases and Scheduling of New Mine Development Plan
The four phases of the Project include construction, operation, closure, and post-closure. The following
section provides schedules and activities for each of the phases specific to the mine site.
The construction phase starts with the issuance of appropriate permits to start development and ends at
that point at which the concentrator reaches commercial production. This spans a period of roughly two
years. Figure 2.2.3-3 presents the activities and estimated durations of the Construction Phase schedule.
The operations phase begins at this point and continues for approximately 20 years until no more tailings
are generated by the concentrator. Concurrent reclamation activities also begin during this operational
period.
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Year ‐3
Year ‐2
Year ‐1
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

Authorizations and Permitting
New Site Access Road Construction
Transmission Line Timber Harvest
Environmental Monitoring
4500 Road Upgrade
Water Management Works
Sediment and Erosion Control
Minesite Infrastructure Roads
Site Infrastructure and Facilities Construction
Fish Compensation Works Construction
Minesite Phase 1 Timber Harvest & Clearing
Pit Pre‐production
Transmission Line Construction
Main Embankment Construction

Continuous Activity
Intermittent Activity

Figure 2.2.3-3 Construction Phase Schedule
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20

Year
22
24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

Pit Phase 1
Main Embankment Construction
Milling
Fish Compensation Works
Environmental Monitoring
Pit Phase 2 Pushback
Pit Phase 3 Pushback
South Embankment Construction
Pit Phase 4 Pushback
West Embankment Construction
Minesite Phase 2 Timber Harvest and Clearing
Tailings Dam Reclamation
Site Infrastructure Decommissioning
Infrastructure Road Reclamation
General Site Reclamation Activities
Pit Flooding
Stockpile Reclamation
Access Road Reclamation
Transmission Line Decommissioning
Transmission Line Reclamation

Continuous Activity
Intermittent Activity

Figure 2.2.3-4 Operation and Decommissioning Phase Schedule
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The closure phase begins at the cessation of tailings production and continues until the open pit begins to
discharge water to Lower Fish Creek approximately 27 years later. Decommissioning of site infrastructure
and reclamation are completed early in this period. Figure 2.2.3-4 presents the activities and estimated
durations of the Operations Phase and early activities in the Closure Phase schedule.
The post-closure phase begins when the open pit has filled with water and begins to discharge to Fish
Creek. Activities in this period are all related to environmental monitoring and follow-up. This period will
continue until all conditions of the Mines Act, Reclamation Code, and permits have been fulfilled and
Taseko has been released from all obligations under the Mines Act. All phases, schedule and activities
are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.
New or Changed Components, Features and Activities
Only Element #1 (the Mine) has new or changed components, features and activities compared to the
previous project proposal. As stated earlier, there are no new or changed components, features or
activities associated with Element #2 (Transmission Line), Element #3 (Access Road and Transportation
Corridor) and Element #4 (Concentrate Rail Load-Out Facility).
A summary as to the new or changed components, features and activities by project phase is provided in
Table 2.2.3-1.

Table 2.2.3-1 Project Components, Features and Activities Changed from Previous Project
Proposal

Project Work (Elements,
Components, Features)
/ Activities

Change from
Previous Project
Proposal

Comments

Construction and Commissioning
Open Pit – Pre-production

N

Non-PAG waste stockpile

Y

PAG Stockpile

Y

Non-PAG Overburden Stockpile

Y

Ore Stockpile

Y

Primary Crusher

N

Overland conveyor

N

Fisheries compensation works
construction
Water Management Controls and
Operation
New Prosperity
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Y

Location and timing only
Still subaqueous in TSF, just TSF location
change
Combined with Non-PAG (i.e. location
and timing)
Location only
This is considered in ‘Plant Site and other
facilities’
This is considered in ‘Plant Site and other
facilities’
Scope and Timing

Y
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Comments

Y
N
This is considered in ‘Plant Site and other
facilities’
Different areas related to moving of TSF,
stockpiles, etc…

Camp construction

N

Site clearing (clearing and grubbing)

Y

Soils handling and stockpiling

Y

Plant Site and other facilities

N

Explosives Plant

Y

Location only

Lake dewatering

Y

Fish Lake retained

Fish Lake Water Management

Y

Management of inflows and outflows

Starter dam construction
Sourcing water supplies (potable,
process and fresh)
Site waste management

Y

Location and volume of material
Fresh water sources and routing only as a
result of reconfigured stockpiles

N

Clearing of transmission line ROW

N

Construction/Installation of
transmission line

N

Vehicular traffic

Y

Concentrate load-out facility near
Macalister (upgrades to site)

N

Y

Includes overburden removal

Additional haulage trucks and 2 km of
added haulage road as a result of TSF
relocation.

Operations
Pit production

N

Site clearing (clearing and grubbing)

Y

Soils handling and stockpiling

Y

Crushing and conveyance

N

Ore processing and dewatering

N

Explosive handling & storage

Y

Location only

Tailings storage

Y

Location and embankments changed

Non-PAG waste stockpile

Y

PAG Stockpile

Y

Location and timing only
Still subaqueous in TSF, just TSF location
changed
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Change from
Previous Project
Proposal

Comments

Overburden Stockpile

Y

Combined with Non-PAG (i.e. location
and timing)

Ore Stockpile management and
processing

Y

Location only

Potable and non-potable water use

N

Site drainage and seepage
management

Y

Water Management Controls and
Operation

Y

Wastewater treatment and discharge
(sewage, site water)

N

Water release contingencies for
extended shutdowns (treatment)

N

Solid waste management

N

Maintenance and repairs

N

Concentrate transport and handling

N

Vehicle traffic

Y

Transmission line (includes
maintenance)
Pit dewatering
Fisheries Compensation works
operations
Concentrate load-out facility near
Macalister
Closure
Water Management Controls and
Operation

Includes management of flows in and out
of Fish Lake

Additional haulage trucks and 2 km of
added haulage road as a result of TSF
relocation.

N
N
Y

Scope and Timing

N

Y

Fisheries Compensation operations

Y

Site drainage and seepage
management

Y

Reclamation of ore stockpile area

Y

Location only

Reclamation of Non-PAG waste rock
stockpile

Y

Location only

Tailing impoundment reclamation

Y
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Pit lake, and TSF Lake filling

Project Description

Change from
Previous Project
Proposal

N

Transmission line decommissioning

N

Ongoing monitoring of reclamation

Comments

Y

Plant and associated facility removal
and reclamation
Road decommissioning

Post-closure
Discharge of tailings storage facility
water
Discharge of pit lake water
Seepage management and
discharge

Page 75

N

Y
N

Into Lower Fish Creek

Y
Y

Following from Table 2.2.3-1, the new or changed components, features and activities compared to the
previous project proposal are described below, by phase:

Construction and Commissioning Phase (inclusive of Site Preparation)
The non-PAG waste stockpile will be located northeast of the open pit. The non-PAG overburden will be
placed with the non-PAG waste rock as it is released from the pit. Since the non-PAG waste rock and
non-PAG overburden will be used for embankment and road construction during the construction and
commissioning phase of the mine, the annual and total volumes of material that will be placed in this
stockpile will differ from the previous project proposal. The mine plan detailing volume and timing of each
material type (ore, PAG and non-PAG waste rock and overburden) will be shown in Section 2.2.4.
The PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile will be located within the TSF. Since the Main Embankment of
the TSF has been relocated approximately 2 km south from where it was located in the previous project
proposal, so too has the location of the PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile. The annual and total
volume of PAG waste rock/overburden remains unchanged, but the overall dimension of the stockpile
within the TSF has changed, commensurate with the modified geometry of the TSF.
The ore stockpile will be located to the east of the open pit and north of Fish Lake. The annual and total
volume of ore remains unchanged from the previous project proposal. While the dimension of the ore
stockpile is similar to that of the previous project proposal, the sequence of its construction will differ
somewhat as result of changes in topography.
The construction of the Fisheries Compensation Works will differ in scope and timing from the previous
project proposal, as the Fish Compensation Plan is substantially different now. This difference is directly
related to the reduction in loss of fish habitat due to the new Mine Development Plan. As the Fish
Compensation Plan is finalized with DFO and MoE, the details around the construction will be developed.
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The water management controls and operation during the construction phase will differ from the previous
project proposal, as they are directly related to the construction of the relocated components of this Mine
Development Plan. Namely, the relocated non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile, ore stockpile and
TSF all have water management features associated with them. The collection/diversion ditches and
seepage collection ponds function in the same manner as those in the previous project proposal, but their
location, number and size differ. More details related to the management of water for the entire site can
be found in Section 2.7.2.4 and Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B.
Construction sediment control has been modified from the previous project proposal through the location
and number of sediment control ponds. The Fish Lake basin was previously designated as a sediment
control pond for the majority of the site, as the water in Fish Lake was to be pumped into the TSF once
the Main Embankment starter dam had been constructed. The new Mine Development Plan will utilize
construction sediment control ponds downstream of all construction activities, along with collection
ditches, so as to manage sediment as required. A detailed construction sediment and erosion control plan
will be developed as a requirement of the permitting process. Furthermore, Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B presents
details for conceptual sediment and erosion control for all phases of the Project.
Site clearing and grubbing will differ from the previous project proposal in extent and location, but the
timing will remain the same. There is less overall footprint for all components in the Mine, which results in
less overall clearing and grubbing. The primary difference is a large reduction in clearing and grubbing
between Fish Lake and the TSF, with a modest increase in the area where the non-PAG waste
rock/overburden and ore stockpiles will be situated.
Soil handling and stockpiling is similar to the previous project proposal, but differs in location and volume
of the soil removal, as well as the location and size of the stockpiles. Overburden removal will occur as
part of this activity. As discussed earlier, the non-PAG overburden will be placed with the non-PAG waste
rock stockpile, while the PAG overburden will be placed in the TSF along with the PAG waste rock.
The Explosives Plant location differs from the previous project proposal, while the construction and
operation of the plant remains the same. It will be located mid-way between the Plant Site and the TSF
Main Embankment, northeast of the haul road that connects these two components.
Lake dewatering is no longer required as Fish Lake is being preserved.
Fish Lake water management is essentially a new activity compared to the previous project proposal.
Under the new Mine Development Plan, the inflows and outflows to and from the lake will be managed in
such a manner so as to maintain the ecological viability of the lake. Outflows will be managed through a
pumping system, which will recirculate flows to the inlet streams at a point near to the TSF Main
Embankment. Additionally, non-contact water from the Fish Creek catchment east and south of the TSF
will be directed to the same inlet points. Flows have been defined based on the predicted needs to
maintain velocity and volume of water throughout various times of the year. More details related to the
management of water around Fish Lake can be found in Section 2.7.2.4 and Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B.
Starter dam construction is similar compared to the previous project proposal in duration and timing, but
the location and volume of material that must be placed will be different. The starter dam for the TSF is
the Main Embankment, which is located approximately 2 km south from the location in the previous
project proposal. Non-PAG waste rock and overburden will be used to construct the starter dam.
The sourcing of initial water for the site (potable, process and fresh water) will be similar to that described
in the previous project proposal. Potable water will come from groundwater wells to supply water to the
camp and mill. The volume of water required has not changed. Fresh water and process water needs are
the same as well. Process water will be sourced from the TSF via the reclaim system. Fresh water, on the
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other hand, will be sourced from the open pit dewatering, as well as runoff from the non-PAG waste
rock/overburden and ore stockpiles. Since the location of the stockpiles has changed, so too has the
respective volume from these fresh water sources, compared to the previous project proposal. More
details related to the management of water for the site can be found in Section 2.7.2.4 and Appendix
2.7.2.4A-B.
The volume of vehicular traffic has changed somewhat compared to the previous project proposal. With
the relocation of the non-PAG waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles, as well as the TSF and PAG
storage location, there will be a 30% increase in the number of haulage trucks required.

Operations Phase
Site clearing and grubbing will differ from the previous project proposal during the operations phase in
extent and location, but the timing will remain the same. There is less overall footprint for all components
in the Mine, which results in less overall clearing and grubbing. The primary difference is a large reduction
in clearing and grubbing between Fish Lake and the TSF, with a modest increase in the area where the
non-PAG waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles will be situated. The footprints for the stockpiles will
be cleared in stages as the stockpiles grow, rather than the entire footprint being cleared at once. The
same will be true for the TSF, where clearing will occur as new features are required, such as the South
and West Embankments in Years 1 and 7, respectively.
Soil handling and stockpiling is similar to the previous project proposal, but differs in location and volume
of the soil removal, as well as the location and size of the stockpiles for the operations phase.
Overburden removal will occur as part of this activity. As discussed earlier, the non-PAG overburden will
be placed with the non-PAG waste rock stockpile, while the PAG overburden will be placed in the TSF
along with the PAG waste rock. Much of the soil handling and stockpiling will occur in the construction
and commissioning phase of the project. However, as new footprints are expanded for the non-PAG
waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles, as well as the TSF, soil will be stripped from these areas as
required, either for geotechnical purposes, or to provide the necessary soil volumes for reclamation.
Explosives handling and storage differs from the previous project proposal in location only. The
Explosives Plant will be located mid-way between the Plant Site and the TSF Main Embankment,
northeast of the haul road that connects these two components. The type of plant and method of storage
remain the same.
Tailings storage method and volume remain the same compared to the previous project proposal,
however the location of the TSF component has changed, in addition to several features of the TSF. As
discussed earlier, the TSF has been relocated approximately 2 km south of Fish Lake, but remains within
the Fish Creek valley. Conventional slurry tailings, co-disposed with PAG waste rock/overburden, remains
as the method to store tailings for the New Prosperity project. New features of the TSF include a lowpermeable core zone in all three embankments, whereas only the West and South Embankments
included this previously. In addition, groundwater depressurization wells and groundwater recovery wells
located downstream of the Main Embankment will be used to enhance seepage recovery from the TSF.
The non-PAG waste stockpile will be located northeast of the open pit. The non-PAG overburden will be
placed with the non-PAG waste rock as it is released from the pit. Since the non-PAG waste rock and
non-PAG overburden will be used for embankment and road construction during the construction and
commissioning phase of the mine, the annual and total volumes of material that will be placed in this
stockpile will differ from the previous project proposal.
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The PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile will be located within the TSF. Since the Main Embankment of
the TSF has been relocated approximately 2 km south from where it was located in the previous project
proposal, so too has the location of the PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile. The annual and total
volume of PAG waste rock/overburden remains unchanged, but the overall dimension of the stockpile
within the TSF has changed, commensurate with the modified geometry of the TSF.
The ore stockpile will be located to the east of the open pit and north of Fish Lake. The annual and total
volume of ore remains unchanged from the previous project proposal. While the dimension of the ore
stockpile is similar to that of the previous project proposal, the sequence of its construction will differ
somewhat due to changed topography.
Site drainage and seepage management has changed from the previous project proposal commensurate
with the relocation of various components (non-PAG waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles and the
TSF). Contact water collection ditches are located downstream of each component in the Mine element,
so as to capture as much contact water as possible and utilize this water in the milling process.
Furthermore, seepage water (i.e. sub-surface water) management from the TSF differs in two manners.
Firstly, the Main Embankment contains a low-permeable core zone, in order to minimize the volume of
seepage that leaves the TSF northwards. Secondly, groundwater depressurization wells and groundwater
interception wells will be located downstream of the Main Embankment (within approximately 100 metres
from the ultimate embankment toe) in order to enhance seepage recovery. Seepage and non-contact
groundwater that is derived from these wells will report to the Main Embankment Seepage Collection
Ponds and ultimately the TSF.
Water management controls and operations are somewhat different than those proposed in the project
previously assessed, but there are many similarities. Components that generate contact water (open pit,
TSF, waste rock/overburden stockpiles, etc.) are isolated from undisturbed areas that provide non-contact
water. This philosophy remains the same, with the only difference being the location of these components
and the destination of the non-contact water. The previous project proposal saw all non-contact water
being directed to Prosperity Lake. Now it is being directed to Fish Lake. The timing and flows are different
for the management of this water, which reflects the location of Fish Lake relative to the mine
components, and the needs of the lake to function appropriately.
The volume of vehicular traffic has changed somewhat compared to the previous project proposal. With
the relocation of the non-PAG waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles, as well as the TSF and
explosives site, there will be a 30% increase in the number of haulage trucks.
Fisheries compensation works and operations will differ from the previous project proposal in that the
location and scope of the works is substantially reduced, due to the reduction in loss of fish habitat as a
result of the new Mine Development Plan. Once the Fish Habitat Compensation Plan is finalized with
DFO and MOE, the specific activities related to the works and operations can be defined.

Closure Phase
Water management controls and operations differ in the closure phase from the previous project proposal
in direction of flows, volumes and timing. The primary objective continues to be to supply non-contact
water to Fish Lake at the required flows each month. The Open Pit is filling, with excess flows from Fish
Lake and the TSF being directed to the pit. Surface discharge from the TSF reports to Fish Lake once
water quality is suitable for release. The southern-most sub-catchment of the TSF will begin reporting to
Wasp Lake and ultimately Beece Creek when this non-contact water is no longer needed to be directed to
the Fish Lake inlets. Fish Lake recirculation continues as required. Groundwater depressurization wells
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and groundwater interception wells and the Main Embankment seepage collection ponds direct flows to
the open pit rather than back to the TSF.
Fisheries compensation operations will differ from the previous project proposal in that the location and
scope of the works is substantially reduced, due to the reduction in loss of fish habitat as a result of the
new Mine Development Plan. Once the Fish Habitat Compensation Plan is finalized with DFO and MOE,
the activities related to the works and operations can be defined.
Site drainage and seepage management in closure has changed from the previous project proposal
commensurate with the relocation of various components (non-PAG waste rock/overburden and ore
stockpiles and the TSF). Upon closure, each disturbance will be reclaimed, providing the opportunity to
allow water from these facilities to return to their natural watercourses. Seepage water from the TSF Main
Embankment, as well as the groundwater depressurization wells and groundwater interception wells will
be directed to the pit, preventing these water sources from flowing into Fish Lake. Drainage from the
reclaimed non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile will permanently be directed to the Open Pit, while
the footprint of the ore stockpile and the Plant Site will return to their natural water courses.
The reclamation of the ore stockpile is the same as for the previous project proposal, with the exception
that the location of the stockpile is in a new location. The processing of the ore in the final years of the
mine life will deplete the stockpile, leaving only a footprint, which will then be covered with growth medium
and reclaimed. Previously, the footprint of the ore stockpile consisted of non-PAG waste rock, while for
this Mine Development Plan it will be natural ground, which will simplify the reclamation process
somewhat.
The reclamation of the non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile is similar to the previous project
proposal, but differs in location, extent and consistency of the stockpile. The reclamation approach will be
the same, since the materials are the same, but there is an opportunity for concurrent reclamation of the
stockpile by utilizing some of the overburden that will be placed with the waste rock in the stockpile
throughout the active mining process.
The reclamation of the TSF will follow the same logic as that from the previous project proposal. A lake
will remain, covering a portion of the tailings and ensuring a permanent subaqueous environment for the
co-disposed PAG waste rock/overburden. Annual inflows to the TSF will create a surplus volume of water
that will exit through a spillway along the eastern abutment of the Main Embankment. The flows from the
west and south seepage collection ponds will report to their respective downstream environments once
water quality is suitable for release. The beaches will be reclaimed in the same fashion as before, with a
wetland being developed between the TSF Lake and the reclaimed beaches. The embankment slopes
will also be reclaimed with growth medium and revegetated.
The TSF Lake will be drawn down in closure with water reporting to the open pit, which will speed up the
improvement of water quality of the TSF Lake once it refills with annual influxes of fresh water. Once the
TSF Lake has reached the spillway invert elevation, and the water quality is deemed suitable for release
to Fish Lake, it will begin to spill in this fashion. The Open Pit Lake will begin to fill as soon as active
mining is complete, assumed to begin in Year 17. It will begin to fill with direct precipitation and excess
flows from Fish Lake. Upon closure, excess flows from the TSF, seepage collection ponds, groundwater
depressurization wells and groundwater interception wells below the Main Embankment will begin
reporting to the Open Pit Lake. Once the Pit Lake is full, estimated to be about Year 47, it will mark the
end of the Closure Phase and the beginning of the Post-Closure Phase. Since the catchment size
upstream of the Open Pit is the same as the previous project proposal, the Open Pit Lake takes
approximately the same time to fill and spill to Lower Fish Creek as in the project previously assessed.
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Post-Closure Phase
The discharge of TSF water from the TSF Lake will exit via a spillway and report to Fish Lake in the PostClosure Phase, once water quality is deemed suitable. The flow direction is the same from the previous
project proposal, with the volume and quality being somewhat different.
The management and discharge of seepage waters from the TSF in the Post-Closure Phase will differ
from the previous project proposal in that the Main Embankment seepage collection ponds will be
directed to the open pit, bypassing Fish Lake, until such time as water quality permits direct discharge to
Fish Lake. Groundwater depressurization wells and groundwater interception wells will also enhance the
capture of seepage from the TSF and will be directed to the seepage collection ponds and ultimately the
open pit until such time as water quality permits direct discharge to Fish Lake. The West Embankment
seepage collection pond will report to Big Onion Lake, as was the case in the previous project proposal.
The South Embankment seepage collection pond will report to Wasp Lake and Beece Creek.
Contingency measures available for the South and West Seepage Collection Ponds, should the water
quality not be suitable to release to the Wasp Lake and Big Onion Lake, respectively, include continuing
to pump the ponds to the TSF or to the Open Pit, until water quality is deemed suitable for release.
On-going monitoring of reclamation at the New Prosperity project site will be similar in many respects to
the previous project proposal. Placement of growth medium and revegetation of all upland areas will be
monitored in the same manner as previously. A biological monitoring program of the Fish Lake system will
be in place to ensure the implemented mitigation is suitable and determine if ongoing monitoring is
required to ensure that the objectives of the reclaimed site are being achieved.

Components, Features and Activities that have not changed – All Phases
The development of the new site access road will start as soon as permitting is in place. The pilot road
will be roughed into the Plant Site and access developed within the Mine footprint to allow Phase 1 timber
harvesting and access for initial equipment for bulk earthworks.
The extent of harvesting, grubbing and clearing in Phase 1 will be sufficient to allow pit pre-production,
site infrastructure development, tailings dam construction, stockpile development, and tailings deposition
for several years. The limit of work completed in Phase 1 will be a balance between maximizing
deteriorating forestry values due to Mountain Pine Beetle infestation, operational needs, minimizing
premature disturbance, and compliance with an approved closure plan.
Upgrading of the new site access road, 4500 Road, and development of site infrastructure roads will start
as soon as road construction material is accessed within the Mine area. Priority site infrastructure roads
will include access to the Main Embankment site and to the open pit. All roads will be built in accordance
with the Forest Practices Code, Forest Road Engineering Guidelines.
Priority site infrastructure development will be the Plant Site area to establish drainage and foundation
preparation for the camp, followed by laydowns, an equipment maintenance area, and other
infrastructure, including the construction of the crusher and conveyor. Waste water treatment for the
camp and administrative building will be constructed at this time as well.
Initial pit pre-production activities will be limited to the higher ground east of Fish Creek.
The construction of the Explosives Compound will include a fenced compound labeled ‘Explosives
Compound’, as shown on Figure 2.2.3-2, which will be the site of a contracted explosives manufacturing
plant. The compound will include a number of buildings including a fully contained manufacturing plant,
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storage tanks and silos and plant services. The buildings and site will meet the bulk guidelines published
by the Explosives Regulatory Division (ERD) of Natural Resources Canada as well as local, provincial
and federal regulations.
The operations of the Explosives Compound, including the handling, transportation, storage and disposal,
will include Ammonium nitrate prill (ANP) that will be unloaded pneumatically into overhead storage bins
adjacent to the manufacturing plant. It will be transferred to stainless steel heating tanks located in the
manufacturing plant to produce AN Solution (ANS). Off-loaded ANS will be unloaded into a storage tank.
Diesel fuel will be used in the manufacture of the emulsion-based explosive. It will be stored in a diesel
fuel storage tank, located at least 25 m away from the manufacturing plant and will likely be re-supplied
by truck from the mine’s central fuel farm. An industry standard surfactant is required in the process. This
material will be trucked to site and pneumatically unloaded into a storage tank located inside the
manufacturing plant. Sodium nitrate and ethylene glycol are required for the emulsion production process
and will be stored in a separate building in the compound.
Emulsion explosive will be delivered to the pit for offloading into the predrilled blast holes using a vehicle
specially designed for this purpose.
The timing of the transmission line timber harvest will be based on optimizing contractor efficiency,
mitigating any sensitive biophysical constraints and ensuring harvesting does not delay line construction.
This may not be a continuous activity but staged to accommodate seasonal or environmental constraints.
The Dog Creek switching station construction and line reinforcement will be completed by BC Hydro.
Upgrades to the load-out facility at Macalister will occur as part of the Gibraltar Mine permit for the facility,
as Gibraltar owns the load-out facility, and is responsible for the operation and maintenance thereof.
The phasing of the open pit simply involves the sequential enlarging of the surface expression of the open
pit in a radial fashion until completion of mining activities in the pit. Processing of ore continues into Year
20 with the introduction of remaining stockpiled ore in Year 17. Pit dewatering will begin with
depressurization wells around the perimeter of the pit, and eventually evolve into an in-pit dewatering
system.
There is the potential to delay logging and clearing within the ultimate disturbance area of the TSF
dependant on the extent of harvesting, grubbing and clearing completed in Phase 1. The distribution of
work between Phases 1 and 2 will be a balance between maximizing deteriorating forestry values due to
MPB infestation, operational needs, minimizing premature disturbance, and compliance with an approved
closure plan.
The mill and crusher sites will be completely dismantled upon closure of the mine. All buildings not
required for long-term closure will be removed and foundation footings broken down to ground level in
preparation for soil cover and revegetation treatments.
Tailings and reclaim delivery systems and all pipelines, structures and equipment not required beyond
mine closure will be dismantled and removed. All access roads, ponds, ditches and borrow areas not
required beyond mine closure will be removed and regraded.
The roads, Plant Site facilities, and decommissioned water management structures will be reclaimed
through replacement of windrowed soil. The transmission line will be decommissioned, dismantled, and
reclaimed.
In the event of premature mine closure, pumping of TSF supernatant water directly to the open pit may be
required as a temporary measure until water quality is suitable for direct discharge to Fish Lake.
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Integral to the design of the tailings dam is the ability to address premature closure issues. In the event of
premature mine closure, the PAG waste and ore stockpile are to be handled in the following manner. The
PAG waste would be excavated to a level below the natural flood elevation of the TSF. This material
would remain there in perpetuity. The ore stockpile would be processed.
Taseko will be responsible for all environmental monitoring and reclamation programs until such time as
all conditions of the Mines Act, Health, Safety and Reclamation Code (BC MEMPR, 2008), and permits
have been fulfilled and Taseko has been released from all obligations under the Mines Act.
If any post-closure activities are required, they may include a continuation of environmental monitoring
conducted during the history of the Project. These might include:


Periodic inspection of the TSF embankments



Evaluation of water quality and flow rates



Fish and aquatic life monitoring, and



Soil and vegetation monitoring.
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Mine Plan

RESOURCES AND RESERVES
The basis for the reserves and resources are reported in the NI-43101 compliant technical report,
“Technical Report on the 344 Million Tonne Increase in Mineral Reserves at the Prosperity Gold-Copper
Project” dated December 17, 2009 posted on SEDAR. They remain unchanged from those of the Project
previously reviewed. The resource estimate for the New Prosperity Project Deposit is summarized in
Table 2.2.4-1.

Table 2.2.4-1 Mineral Resource Inventory
Category

Cutoff Copper
Grade (%)

Tonnes > Cutoff
(000’s)

Cu Grade >
Cutoff
(%)

Au Grade >
Cutoff
(g/tonne)

Measured
Indicated
Total

0.14
0.14
0.14

547,100
463,400
1,010,500

0.273
0.207
0.243

0.461
0.340
0.406

Inferred

0.14

208,300

0.210

0.246

The Mineral Reserve contained within the stated resource is summarized in Table 2.2.4-2.

Table 2.2.4-2 Mineral Reserve Inventory
CDN$5.50 NSR/t Pit-Rim Cut-off
Category

Tonnes
(millions)

Gold
(gpt)

Copper
(%)

Recoverable
Gold Ounces
(millions)

Proven
Probable
Total

481
350
831

0.46
0.35
0.41

0.26
0.18
0.23

5.0
2.7
7.7

Recoverable
Copper
Pounds
(billions)
2.4
1.2
3.6

The tonnes mined in the mine plan remain unchanged from those of the Project previously reviewed and
are summarized in Table 2.2.4-3.
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Table 2.2.4-3 Tonnes Mined (Mine Production Forecast)
Open Pit Production - Tonnage
Ore Pit to Mill
Ore to Stockpile
Ore Stockpile to Mill
PAG Overburden
non-PAG Overburden
PAG Waste Rock
non-PAG Waste Rock

Year

-2

-1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

9,135
4,480
356
287
11,273
4,434
4,899

25,560
7,006

25,560
9,046

25,560
7,027

25,560
9,180

25,560
9,641

25,560
5,161

25,560
4,348

25,560
3,371

25,560
4,037

25,560
10,267

25,560
6,770

25,560
5,028

25,560
697

25,560

25,560

6,822

1,694
8,014
7,147
8,759

1,918
6,030
13,197
8,831

275
3,319
21,007
7,595

1,164
1,823
17,026
13,774

3,572
6,038
11,962
16,733

2,499
7,375
22,265
11,405

91
3,104
32,830
8,353

18

19

20

Total
399,357
87,432
87,432
11,736
60,074
225,553
101,928

(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)
(t x 1000)

3,514
303
76

Total Mining

(t x 1000)

3,893 14,393 34,508 58,181 64,582 64,783 68,526 73,506 74,266 74,286 71,083 65,156 56,404 40,896 34,089 27,957 26,884 25,866 6,822

886,080

Total Material Moved

(t x 1000)

3,893 14,393 34,864 58,181 64,582 64,783 68,526 73,506 74,266 74,286 71,083 65,156 56,404 40,896 34,089 27,957 26,884 25,866 25,560 25,560 25,560 17,218

973,512

Open Pit Production - Volumes

1,372

Year

235
9,562
2,025
1,199

(m x 1000)

Ore to Stockpile

(m x 1000)

Ore Stockpile to Mill

(m x 1000)

PAG Overburden

(m x 1000)

non-PAG Overburden

(m x 1000)

PAG Waste Rock

(m x 1000)

non-PAG Waste Rock

(m x 1000)

3

3
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

17,256
3,320

11

3,346

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

503

1,641

2,566

3,313

2,574

3,363

3,532

1,891

1,593

1,235

1,479

3,761

6,854
1,713

12

2,486
1,015

971
729

655
668

13

14

15

16

17

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

9,363

2,499

2,480

1,842

255

19

20
146,285

9,363

9,363

6,307

32,026
6,081

122

149

878

994

142

603

1,851

1,295

47

5,841

4,152

3,124

1,720

944

3,128

3,821

1,608

12

157

1,049

2,298

3,703

6,838

10,884

8,822

6,198

11,536

17,010

18,214

15,436

8,941

3,551

1,288

503

340

99

116,867

39

621

2,538

4,538

4,576

3,935

7,137

8,670

5,909

4,328

3,615

2,988

1,720

887

526

378

346

60

52,812

31,126

2,499

3

2,017

7,249 15,943 25,201 28,208 28,619 30,231 32,741 33,815 33,949 32,438 29,266 23,785 16,281 13,018 10,499 10,048 9,521

9,363

(m x 1000)

18

4,954

7,249 15,813 25,201 28,208 28,619 30,231 32,741 33,815 33,949 32,438 29,266 23,785 16,281 13,018 10,499 10,048 9,521

Total Material Moved

17,218

1,821

2,017

(m x 1000)

25,560

32,026
6,864

3

Total Mining

25,560

191
115

130

3
3

3

29,791
5,768

1

3

2

22
35,153
6,977

-1

3

Ore Pit to Mill

18,738
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Geotechnical Work
Geotechnical investigations, testing, and analysis for purposes of pit slope stability, waste dump stability,
tailings dam construction, condemnation drilling and plant site characterization were undertaken by Knight
Piésold over the period 1991 through 2012.

Pit and Waste Stockpiles
Knight Piésold Ltd. conducted a geotechnical review of the proposed 2011 open pit mine plan. All
currently available drilling and discontinuity mapping data and stability analyses suggest the
recommended pit slope design is reasonable and appropriate.
The complete test results, findings and recommendations for the pit wall slopes, waste dumps and results
of hydrological investigations are contained in the KP reports, “Preliminary Pit Slope Design”, dated
August 2012 (Appendix 2.2.4-A) and “Waste and Stockpiles Preliminary Design”, dated August 2012
(Appendix 2.2.4-B). A comprehensive geotechnical/hydrogeological database was developed during a
previous pit slope study, “Feasibility Design of the Open Pit”, dated April 1999 (Appendix 3-6-E from the
March 2009 EIS/Application).
Knight Piésold’s work consisted of site reconnaissance and mapping, oriented core diamond drilling and
detailed logging of fracture data, in-situ permeability testing, point load testing, uniaxial compressive and
tri-axial strength tests and direct shear tests on rock joints.
Geotechnical core logging data were used to develop a rock mass classification system and rock mass
model for the deposit. Mapping data were used to determine structural discontinuities and to assess the
potential for wedge and plane failures in the pit walls. These assessments were the basis for stability
analyses of failure modes along structural discontinuities and for evaluation of deep-seated failure.
The existing geotechnical model incorporates five major geological domains: Overburden, Bedrock above
Gypsum Line, Potassic Quartz Diorite, Propylitic Porphyritic Volcanic Rock and Potassic Volcanic Rock.
The intact rock strengths were found to be generally strong. Combining the intact rock properties and
characteristics of the observed discontinuities allowed the rock mass quality to be summarized as being
generally fair. Two major faults have been identified to pass within the pit limits: the QD and the East
Faults. These structures are sub-parallel, trend roughly North-South through the centre of the deposit,
and are steeply dipping to vertical. The predominant jointing patterns are sub-vertical and coincident with
main vein systems.
The water table is currently at or near the ground surface and slope depressurization measures are
anticipated in order to facilitate the development of stable pit slopes.
Detailed geotechnical mapping of the rock mass will be completed once bedrock is exposed during preproduction and ongoing mining. Pit face mapping will be supplemented with monitoring of the slope
deformations and hydrogeological conditions in and around the pit. Data collected during pit development
will be used for ongoing pit slope optimization. Pit slope monitoring will also include regular inspections of
benches and pit crests in order to identify any tension cracking or other indications of potential slope
instability. Appropriate movement monitoring systems will be required for any potentially unstable areas of
the pit.
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Historical geotechnical reports related to the open pit include:
 Knight Piésold Ltd., March 1994. Report on Open Pit Design (Appendix 3-6-F from the March 2009
EIS/Application)
 Knight Piésold Ltd., March 1994. Open Pit Preliminary Hydrogeological Investigations (Appendix 3-6G from the March 2009 EIS/Application)
 Knight Piésold Ltd., January 18, 1995. Report on 1994 Open Pit Investigation (Appendix 3-6-H from
the March 2009 EIS/Application)
 Knight Piésold Ltd., June 6, 1997. Draft. 1996 Open Pit Geotechnical Investigation (Appendix 3-6-I
from the March 2009 EIS/Application), and
 Knight Piésold Ltd., September 21, 2007. 2007 Feasibility Pit Slope Design (Appendix 3-6-C from the
March 2009 EIS/Application).

Plant Site
A geotechnical report dated January 22, 2010 and entitled “2009 Geotechnical Site Investigation Factual
Data Report” (Appendix 2.2.4-E) was prepared by Knight Piésold. This report is based on:
 A field investigation program in September and October 2009, which included 140 test pits, 9
geophysical survey lines, downhole seismic surveying in two drillholes and 13 geotechnical drillholes,
and
 Laboratory testing of samples.
The Knight Piésold reports include the following findings and recommendations:
 The Plant Site area is characterized by a thin layer of glacial till overlying a basaltic lava flow layer.
The glacial till comprises of dense, well-graded silty sand with varying amounts of clay and gravel and
ranges in thickness from 1.5 to 7.5 m. The lava flow layer comprises medium strong, slightly fractured
basalt ranging in thickness from 16.6 to 26.5 m. The soil underlying the basaltic lava flow layer was
generally comprised of silty sand with a varying amount of gravel followed by very stiff sandy silt.
 The Primary Crusher area is characterized by a 7.9 m layer of glacial till overlying a basaltic lava flow
layer. The glacial till comprises dense, well graded silty sand with varying amounts of clay and gravel.
 In general, conventional shallow spread footings may be used for foundations. Knight Piésold have
made recommendations for allowable bearing capacities and predicted settlements based on type,
depth, size and geometry of foundations bearing on native soil (glacial till), structural fill, and bedrock.
 The estimated depth of frost penetration for this area is 2.5 m. Footings will be located 2.5 m below
grade and their excavations will be backfilled with non-frost susceptible material.
 The mine site is located at the north-eastern edge of the Coast Mountains source zone. Structures
will be designed for a Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) for a 1 in 2475 year return period, or whatever
the DBE must be to meet the most recent update of the National Building Code of Canada.
 Knight Piésold has made gradation recommendations for structural backfill materials and general
yard fill material. Selective borrowing, blending, screening, crushing, and/or washing may be required
to meet the gradation requirements for the structural backfill.

Additional technical reports related to foundation investigation and design includes:
 Knight Piésold Ltd., December 22, 1998. Report on Geotechnical Parameters for the Plant Site
Foundation Design (Appendix 3-6-J from the March 2009 EIS/Application)
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Knight Piésold Ltd., January 22, 1999. Report on Geotechnical Parameters for the Plant Site
Foundation Design (Appendix 3-6-K from the March 2009 EIS/Application), and
Knight Piésold Ltd., January 11, 1995. Report on Plant and Crusher Site Foundation Investigations
(Appendix 3-6-L from the March 2009 EIS/Application).

Tailings Storage Facility
Several geotechnical site investigation programs were conducted in the TSF area from 1991 to 2012. The
programs included drill holes and test pits to investigate the geotechnical characteristics and foundation
conditions, and to evaluate the geological factors affecting the design of the TSF.
Drill holes were logged, in situ permeability tests were conducted, representative overburden samples
were retrieved for laboratory testing and point load testing was conducted on rock core samples.
Groundwater monitoring wells were also installed in the drill holes. The geotechnical data has been used
to evaluate the tailings basin and embankment foundations.
The site investigations conducted at the TSF by Knight Piésold Ltd. include the following:
 Initial overview in February 1991.
 A helicopter site visit and identification of alternate potential tailings storage sites was summarized in
“Report on Preliminary Geotechnical Evaluation” (Appendix 3-6-M from the March 2009
EIS/Application).
 Geotechnical and hydrogeological investigations in the TSF site were completed during the late
stages of the 1992 exploration season. Field work comprised general surface reconnaissance, five
drill holes, in situ packer permeability testing and installation of groundwater quality monitoring wells.
The results of the TSF investigations are included in “Report on Preliminary Geotechnical
Investigations” (Appendix 3-6-N from the March 2009 EIS/Application).
 Geotechnical and hydrogeological investigations conducted in 1994 concentrated on the West Ridge
between the West Embankment alignment and Big Onion Lake and consisted of six drill holes, in situ
packer permeability testing, groundwater monitoring well installation and surficial mapping. The
results are included in “1994 Geotechnical and Hydrogeological Investigations for Proposed Tailings
Storage Facility” (Appendix 3-6-O from the March 2009 EIS/Application).
 Geotechnical site investigations were conducted in 1996 at the TSF site and an alternative site, as
part of the final site selection program. A total of seven holes were drilled at the Fish Lake Valley site.
In situ permeability testing was carried out and groundwater monitoring wells were installed.
Laboratory testing was performed on overburden samples and point load testing was carried out on
rock core. The details of the 1996 investigation are included in “1996 Geotechnical Investigations for
Tailings Management Options 2 and 5” (Appendix 3-6-P from the March 2009 EIS/Application).
 Geotechnical and hydrogeological investigations conducted in 1998 resulted in nine drill holes on the
floor of Fish Lake Valley. In situ packer permeability tests were conducted and groundwater
monitoring wells were installed. Overburden samples were collected for laboratory testing and point
load testing was conducted on rock core. The details of the 1998 investigation are included in “Report
on Feasibility Design of the Tailings Storage Facility” (Appendix 3-6-U from the March 2009
EIS/Application).
 Seismic refraction and reflection surveys were conducted in 1996 by Frontier Geosciences Inc. The
results of the survey are included in “Report on Seismic Refraction and Reflection Investigation”
(Appendix 3-6-Q from the March 2009 EIS/Application).
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Details of the site characteristics, geotechnical, hydrogeological and water management
considerations for the tailings facility design, pipeworks, seepage collection and closure are contained
in the Knight Piésold report “2012 Geotechnical Site Investigation Factual Data Report”, dated August
2012 (Appendix 2.2.4-C), and in the Knight Piésold “Report on Preliminary Design of the Tailings
Storage Facility”, dated August 2012 (Appendix 2.2.4-D), as well as in the Knight Piésold report
“Water Management”, dated August 2012 (Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B).

Additional geotechnical reports related to geotechnical considerations of the tailings storage facility are
included in the following reports:
 Knight Piésold Ltd., March 1994. Report on Open Pit Design (Appendix 3-6-F from the March 2009
EIS/Application)
 Knight Piésold Ltd., February 10, 1994. Report on Materials for Embankment Construction and
Concrete Aggregate (Appendix 3-6-S from the March 2009 EIS/Application)
 Knight Piésold Ltd., May 13, 1994. Site Geotechnical Considerations and Design of Tailings Storage
Facility (Appendix 3-6-T from the March 2009 EIS/Application), and
 Knight Piésold Ltd., May 13, 1994. Report on 2007 Feasibility Design of the 70,000 tpd Tailings
Storage Facility (Appendix 3-6-R from the March 2009 EIS/Application).

Condemnation Drilling
Condemnation drilling has occurred at the mine site as a component of the geotechnical drilling
undertaken, the majority of which are shown on Figure 2.2.4-1. There are 8 holes drilled in the vicinity of
the ore and non-PAG stockpiles, 18 holes drilled within the TSF area and 12 holes drilled in the vicinity of
the plant site. There have also been more than 40 holes drilled at alternative TSF and waste rock
locations no longer considered as components of the Project. In total, more than 80 geotechnical holes
were drilled at the Project site totaling greater than 3000 m of drilling. Of this approximately 150 m from 8
holes were assayed in 80 samples. The maximum copper value returned from 80 assays is 0.009% Cu
and the maximum gold value from 54 assays is 0.02 g/t Au.

Staged Mine Development
The staged mine development at Years 1, 3, 16 and 20 are shown on Figures 2.2.4-2 to 2.2.4-5. The
proximity of the pit to Fish Lake as it expands can be seen, as well as the location of all major
components, such as the ore stockpile, non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile, plant site, crusher and
TSF.
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Mine Development

The general arrangement layout for the New Prosperity Project is shown on Figure 2.2.5-1.
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General Mine Design
The mining method proposed for the New Prosperity Project remains unchanged from the previous
project proposal and is a conventional open pit shovel/truck operation. The mine will operate using
industry standard large scale electric rotary drills, electric cable shovels, diesel electric trucks and a fleet
of support equipment to maintain roads, dumps and stockpiles. The ore and waste will be drilled by rotary
blast hole drills and blasted using ammonium nitrate and fuel oil or with emulsion as required.
Ore will be hauled to a gyratory crusher located southeast of the open pit and then conveyed overland to
the crusher stockpile and subsequently to the concentrator for grinding and flotation. Waste rock and
overburden will be segregated into non-PAG and PAG categories. Non-PAG waste rock and overburden
will be hauled south from the open pit to either the tailings storage facility for dam construction or to the
non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile east of the pit. It may also be used as general construction fill
for haul roads or laydown areas. PAG waste rock and overburden will be hauled to the PAG stockpile
located within the TSF.
Ore will be mined from the open pit for 16 years. The implementation of a declining cut-off grade strategy
results in a stockpile of ore that will be used as supplemental mill feed during the first 16 years of
operation with the balance processed at the end of the open pit mine life. This material will be reclaimed
and processed as mining in the open pit is completed.

Open Pit Design
The open pit design remains unchanged from the previous project proposal and has been based upon the
following key considerations:
 Geotechnical recommendations and design criteria for maximum pit slope and waste dump locations
 Operating constraints of the equipment selected for mining
 Minimum haulage road operating width and maximum effective grade within the operating limitations
of the primary haulage units, and
 Logical and efficient scheduling of material movement from multiple phases of pit expansion to the
crusher, the stockpiles and to final waste material placement sites.

The open pit will be mined in four phases commencing with the Phase 1 Starter Pit. The pit will be
partially pre-stripped during the pre-production development period. Subsequent phases are radial
expansions of the mine about the starter pit creating a progressively deeper pit. The minimum pushback
width is 80 m; however, in general the expansions are in excess of 100 m widths. Haul road allowances
have been provided at 35 m. Roads are designed at a maximum of 10% grade. The benches will be
mined at a 15 m height, double benched between berms. Wall slope design changes will be implemented
by varying the berm widths and inter-berm slope angles.

The ultimate pit features are summarized as follows:
 1650 m E-W by 1285 m N-S
 Total surface area 166 ha
 Final ramp exit elevation 1470 m
 Ultimate pit bottom elevation 945 m, and
 Maximum wall height–600 m in the SW quadrant with maximum crest elevation 1545 m.
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Final overall wall slope angles in the following directions:
 North wall
43°
 Northeast wall
43°
 Southeast wall
43°
 South wall
43°
 Southwest wall
40°
 West wall
40°, and
 Northwest wall
43°.
Open pit wall slope stability is dependent upon the following site specific factors, and are discussed
further below:
 Lithology and Alteration
 Structural Geology
 Rock Mass Structure
 Rock Mass Strength
 Groundwater Conditions
 Blasting Practice, and
 Stress Conditions
Lithology and Alteration
The New Prosperity deposit comprises the Late Cretaceous Fish Lake intrusive complex of post
mineralization porphyritic diorite, quartz diorite porphyry and quartz diorite. The deposit is contained
within Cretaceous volcanic host rocks comprising porphyritic andesite, porphyritic andesite flow,
laminated andesite tuff and andesite tuff. Cretaceous sedimentary rocks including mudstones, siltstones,
sandstones and conglomerates are present at shallow depths along the south-western, southern and
south-eastern boundaries of the proposed open pit.
Five main alteration types were defined in the New Prosperity deposit, which comprise sericite-iron
carbonate, phyllic, propylitic, potassic (biotite and orthoclase) and argillic. The alteration types have been
interpreted not to occur singularly in discrete zones or areas, but commonly overlap/overprint one
another. Potassic alteration has been interpreted to be the most common type of alteration in the deposit
occurring centrally and is surrounded by propylitic alteration extending further outwards for hundreds of
metres. Both sericitic and argillic types of alteration have been interpreted to occur as secondary forms of
local alteration within the central area of the deposit.
Gypsum is strongly associated with the potassic alteration and is present in healed fractures and as late
stage infill along sulphide veins and veinlets. Gypsum veinlets occur in concentrations of up to 5% in
intensely veined areas of the quartz diorite, and up to 1% elsewhere in the potassically altered body.
Gypsum concentrations are very low to non-existent outside of the potassic alteration zone. A gypsum
line has been interpreted in the ore deposit that is associated with the potassic alteration assemblage.
Gypsum infilling of discontinuities is prevalent within the lower three quarters of the deposit and has
typically been dissolved in the upper one quarter of the potassically altered rocks. The removal of gypsum
from the upper quarter is believed to be due to historic groundwater fluctuations.
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The unconfined compressive strength and point load strength testing indicates a reasonably good
correlation between alteration type and rock strength whereby both potassic and sericite-ankerite
alteration types are significantly weaker in comparison to propylitic alteration.

Structural Geology
The primary structure in the deposit includes a sub-vertical east-west to northwest-southeast trending
system of veins and quartz feldspar porphyry dykes. The emplacement of the intrusive ore body is
interpreted to have occurred along this structural trend. The intrusion also caused additional fracturing in
and around the ore body in the form of compressional fracture patterns and randomly oriented joints.
A later stage of deformation resulted in an additional sub-vertical discontinuity pattern. Two faults (termed
the QD Fault and the East Fault) cut through the centre of the deposit and are north-south trending and
steeply dipping to the west becoming near vertical down-dip. Both faults are interpreted as being of
limited thickness and are often identified by lithological breaks rather than a high degree of somewhat
localized fracturing.

Rock Mass Structure
The predominant structural features in the deposit area include both healed and open mineralized
veining, open jointing, a limited number of shear zones, and two main sub-vertical faults. The healed and
mineralized veins are coincident with the main discontinuity orientations, but also follow random
orientations. The frequency of occurrence of open joints is significantly greater above the gypsum line.
Discontinuity data have been collected from oriented drillholes in the previous studies. A technical review
was completed using the unfiltered discontinuity data that comprises veins, shears and joints collected
from the 1997 oriented drillholes. Three major discontinuity sets (including open joints and healed veins)
can be grouped as follows (dip/dip direction, degrees):
 Set #1: 88 / 325 (sub-vertical set)
 Set #2: 64 / 194 (southwest dipping set), and
 Set #3: 45 / 250 (west dipping set).
The main rock mass characteristics can be summarized below:
 Discontinuity Spacing: Typical minimum, mean and maximum true vein spacings for the southwest
and west shallow dipping veins are 0.25 metres, 1 metre and 15 metres respectively. The spacing of
the sub-vertical veining is inferred to be similar to the shallow dipping vein sets.
 Discontinuity Persistence: The discontinuities are considered to be semi-continuous over the bench
scale (10 to 20 metres).
 Discontinuity Roughness and Shape: Most of the discontinuity surfaces are characterized as smooth
and planar.
 Discontinuity Infilling: Typical types of infilling above the gypsum line (at an approximate elevation of
1350 metres) include sulphide mineralization of chalcopyrite, pyrite, and other materials including
chlorite, carbonate, sericite, quartz and minor gouge. Below the gypsum line within the zone of
potassic alteration, gypsum infilling is present along with other types of infilling such as sulphide
mineralization of chalcopyrite and pyrite and/or chlorite, carbonate, sericite, quartz and minor gouge.
The thickness of the gypsum and most infillings is typically 1 millimetre to 5 millimetres.
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Discontinuity Shear Strength: A residual friction angle of r = 30 degrees from the interpreted
laboratory testing results is considered to be representative for joint surfaces. The peak friction angle
of discontinuities (p) is around 44 degrees based on the testing results. The shear strength results of
saw cut joint surfaces indicate a base friction angle of b = 28 degrees.

Rock Mass Strength
The intact rock strengths were obtained from field estimates, laboratory Unconfined Compressive
Strength (UCS) tests and Point Load Tests (PLTs). The intact rock strengths for the New Prosperity
deposit rocks are generally strong, with typical UCS values ranging between 50 to 175 MPa. The elastic
modulus values range from 10 to 75 GPa and the Poisson’s Ratio values range from 0.16 to 0.31.
The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) classification system is based on five parameters describing the key rock
mass characteristics, including: Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS), Rock Quality Designation
(RQD), joint spacing, joint conditions and groundwater conditions. Ratings are assigned to each of the
five parameters and the sum of these ratings defines the rock mass quality as an RMR value. RMR
values range from near zero, equating to very poor rock, to 100, equating to very good rock.
The rock mass qualities in the New Prosperity pit area are generally FAIR to GOOD as the average RMR
ranges from 45 to 60.
The Geological Strength Index (GSI) is based on the RMR rating system and was introduced to overcome
issues with the RMR values for very poor quality rock masses. For better quality rock masses (GSI>25),
the value of GSI is generally equal to Bieniawski’s RMR76. This assumes a groundwater rating set to 10
(dry) and the adjustment for joint orientation set to 0 (very favourable). The groundwater rating in this
study has been set to 10 because groundwater conditions are difficult to estimate from drill core.
Therefore, as most of the RMR values are greater than 25, the GSI values are assumed to be
mathematically equivalent to the RMR values.

Groundwater Conditions
The water table is currently at or near the ground surface and provisions have been made for a slope
depressurization system. Groundwater dewatering wells and slope depressurization will be concentrated
in North and South sectors as referred to in Figure 2.2.5-2 (Geotechnical Pit Slope Design Sectors Plan)
and later in Figure 2.2.5-3 (Pit Slope Design–Pit Wall Depressurization Plan). The proximity of Fish Lake
to the pit, as well as the interaction of Fish Lake with the groundwater table has been assessed with
respect to the pit wall designs

Blasting Practice
Drilling and blasting near both temporary and final walls will require buffer blasting. Knight Piésold have
recommended overall wall slopes of 30° in overburden, 45° above the “gypsum line” and 50° below the
“gypsum line”. The recommendations for bench and berm configuration were based upon single benching
and achieving steep inter-berm face angles up to 75°. The designs incorporated in this study assume that
double benching will be possible and that shallower inter-berm angles to 65° will be allowed resulting in
berm widths from 10 to 15 m width.
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Stress Conditions
The rock stress conditions within the rock mass are a significant factor for high slopes. Knight Piésold has
used a sophisticated finite difference computer model (FLAC) to assess the potential overstressing of the
rock in the proposed pit slopes.

Design Sectors
Based upon three structural domains the open pit has been divided vertically into three major slope
design sectors that correspond with:
 Sector ISurface materials including overburden and basalt
 Sector IIUpper Zone located above the “gypsum line,” and
 Sector IIILower Zone located below the “gypsum line.”
These major sectors have been further subdivided in greater detail; however, the actual design
recommendations for each major sector are for the most part identical and are summarized in Table
2.2.5-1 (Recommended Wall Slopes) and shown on Figure 2.2.5-2. The overburden will be mined leaving
a 30° inter-ramp slope. The basalt formation on surface will be mined leaving a 45° inter-ramp slope. The
Upper Zone will be mined leaving a 45° inter-ramp slope and the Lower Zone inter-ramp slope will be
increased to 50°.
The benches will be mined at a 15 m height, double benched between berms. Wall slope design changes
will be implemented by varying the berm widths and inter-berm slope angles.
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Table 2.2.5-1 Recommended Wall Slopes
Design
Sector

Geologic Domain

Ia
Ib

Overburden
Basalt

IIa
IIb

Upper west sector
Upper west sector–
potassic
Upper northwest
sector
Upper north sector
Upper northeast
sector
Upper east sector
Upper southeast
sector
Upper south sector
Upper southwest
sector

IIc
IId
IIe
IIf
IIg
IIh
Iii

IIIa
IIIb
IIIc
IIId
IIIe
IIIf
IIIg

Lower west sector
Lower northwest
sector
Lower north sector
Lower northeast
sector
Lower southwest
sector
Lower south sector
Lower southwest
sector

Design for Near Surface Materials
Inter-ramp
Bench
Berm
Slope
Height (m)
Interval
(degrees)
(m)
30
15
15
45
15
15
Design Above the Gypsum Line
45
15
15
45
15
15

Berm
Width (m)
8
8

Interberm
Slope
(degrees)
40
65

8
8

65
65

45

15

15

8

65

30
30

15
15

15
15

8
8

65
65

45
45

15
15

15
15

8
8

65
65

45
45

15
15

15
15

8
8

65
65

Design Below the Gypsum Line
45
15
15
50
15
30

8
11

65
65

50
45

15
15

30
15

11
8

65
65

50

15

30

11

65

50
50

15
15

30
30

11
11

65
65

Open Pit Dewatering
Pit water will go directly to the mill. When mill operations are temporarily disrupted the pit water will
bypass the mill to the tailings line for discharge into the TSF.
Open pit development will have an impact on the local hydrogeologic regime, as the pit will become a
groundwater discharge area. The groundwater table is at or near the surface and development of the
open pit will result in a gradual lowering of the water table in the vicinity of the excavation.
Pit inflows will likely be dominated by localized confined aquifers in the southern area of the pit from
zones of higher rock mass permeability related to major structures and from unconfined flow in the upper
150 to 300 m of fractured rock mass above the gypsum line. Inflows from good quality, low permeability
rock below and peripheral to the gypsum line are expected to be low.
A combination of depressurization techniques including vertical wells, in-pit horizontal drains and
collection systems will be implemented as a staged approach during pit development (Figure 2.2.5-3).
The QD and East fault zones require deep groundwater depressurization in order to minimize the
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potential for slope failure on the north and south walls. Shallow perimeter wells will be located outside the
ultimate pit limit. The location of these wells will be determined based upon hydrologic monitoring
information.
Horizontal drain holes will be used within the pit based on hydrologic monitoring information collected
during operations. Water inflows to the open pit will include both groundwater and direct precipitation. The
contribution of direct precipitation to in-pit pumping requirements will vary annually and seasonally. The
open pit dewatering system has been designed to meet the combined requirements of the expected
groundwater pit inflow rates and runoff from precipitation.
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Open Pit Operations
The open pit will be mined in four phases commencing with the Phase 1 starter pit. The pit will be partially
pre-stripped during the pre-production development period. The Phase 2 through Phase 4 pits are radial
expansions of the mine about the Starter Pit creating a progressively deeper pit.
The mine production forecast has been derived by scheduling ore to provide approximately 25 Mt of ore
to the primary crusher annually. The mine will operate 24 hours per day, 365 days per year with a
nominal crusher throughput of 70,000 tpd and a life of mine strip ratio of 0.8 tonnes of waste per tonne of
ore. The production schedule is detailed in Section 2.2.4, Table 2.2.4-3.
Ore production from the open pit will cease in Year 17 of the current mine plan. Recovery of the ore from
Ore Stockpile will sustain mill production through the middle of Year 20 of the mine plan.
The primary mining fleet in this conventional open pit shovel/truck operation will consist of large diesel
electric haulage trucks, electric cable shovels and electric rotary blasthole drills. The surfaces of roads,
dumps and operating benches will be maintained with a support equipment fleet including track dozers,
graders, and excavators.
Haul roads will be required from the mine to the crusher, ore stockpile, waste storage areas, soil
stockpiles, and the TSF for construction and waste storage. These roads will be constructed with nonPAG materials derived from mine operations. They will be built with an operating surface in compliance
with the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia (the Code) with allowance for
ditches and berms where required. The major haul roads are shown on Figure 2.2.5–1.

Concentrate, Ore, Waste Rock, Overburden, and Topsoil Storage
Concentrate that is generated from the milling process is stored within the confines of the concentrator
building. Concentrate trucks will be loaded with a front end loader within this building, directly from the
concentrate stockpile. Control measures such as a truck wash will be utilized to ensure that concentrate
trucks are free of any uncontained concentrate prior to leaving the building.
The total tonnage of material to be mined from the open pit is approximately 886 Mt. The ore directly sent
to the mill is approximately 400 Mt, while approximately 87 Mt is sent to the ore stockpile. The total waste
material types are 12 Mt of PAG overburden, 60 Mt of non-PAG overburden, 225 Mt of PAG waste rock
and 102 Mt of non-PAG waste rock. Table 2.2.4-3 provides an annual breakdown of each material type,
presented as both tonnes and volume. PAG and non-PAG overburden will be excavated and stockpiled
through the first nine years of operations, while PAG and non-PAG waste rock will be excavated for all
sixteen years that active mining occurs.
The ore stockpile will be developed with 15 m high offset lifts at the angle of repose. Prior to placement of
ore in the stockpile areas the vegetation will be cleared, and diversion and runoff collection ditches will be
constructed. The segregation of material during dumping will cause coarser particles to collect along the
base of each bench of the stockpile which will assist in promoting free draining conditions within the ore
stockpile.
Non-PAG waste materials will be used to construct the TSF embankments. The non-PAG waste,
including overburden, not used in the TSF embankment construction will be deposited on gently sloping
topography to the northeast of the open pit, and the ore stockpile will be located to the east of the pit
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(Figure 2.2.5-1). The footprints of the non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile and ore stockpile are
approximately 110 ha and 80 ha, respectively.
The non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile will be developed from the bottom up with 30 m high lifts
at the angle of repose. The lifts will be offset to develop an overall dump slope angle of 26° (2H:1V). The
crests will be contoured for reclamation. Prior to placement of overburden and waste rock in the stockpile,
the vegetation will be cleared, and diversion and runoff collection ditches will be constructed. The
segregation of waste rock and overburden materials during dumping will cause coarser particles to collect
along the base of each bench of the stockpile which will assist in promoting free draining conditions within
the waste rock and overburden materials.
PAG overburden and waste rock will be stored sub-aqueously. The PAG overburden contains weathered
rock which includes oxidized or partially weathered sulphide minerals. PAG waste rock and overburden
will be placed within the TSF in a sidehill fill arrangement along the eastern slopes of the Fish Lake
Valley. The stockpile will be operated to maintain approximately 500 m minimum separation between the
PAG waste materials and the TSF embankments. This separation will allow development of a tailings
beach between the TSF embankments and the PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile. The continuous
tailings deposit will provide a low permeability transition zone between the coarse, permeable PAG waste
rock and the TSF embankment. This low permeability zone will function as a seepage limitation and
control measure. The crest of the PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile will be covered with tailings and
submerged by the supernatant pond in the later years of the mine life when stockpiled ore is being milled
after open pit mining is complete.
The PAG stockpile has been designed in sequence with the mine production schedule. It will be
developed with a similar rate of rise as the tailings. The stockpile crest will be maintained several metres
higher than the tailings and supernatant pond to provide a dry, stable placement trafficking surface. At
closure, the PAG stockpile will be submerged by tailings and the TSF supernatant pond. Based on the
present mining schedule, tailings deposition will occur for a period of time after final placement of PAG
materials sufficient to cover the placed PAG materials within tailings.
Three types of soil salvage will occur during the Project and the type selected is dependent on the
infrastructure being developed:


Windrowed soils: For linear features such as ditches, roads, and retention ponds, soil will be
excavated and placed in linear piles or berms along the features. The depths of soil replaced for
reclamation will be dependent on the amount of soil that was available to salvage from the sites. All
linear features will have soil windrowed unless they are at risk of dust deposition which may impact
soil quality; for example, the conveyor line and roads near the open pit area will have soil removed
from the location for storage in stockpiles away from the operation.



Two-lift operation of soils: In areas of buried services, a two-lift soil salvage operation will be used.
For this salvage method the first lift would be for the soil and the second lift for the subsoil or
overburden. When soil is placed back in a trench it is done in the reverse order thereby preventing
admixing of lower quality material with soil that is used as a plant growth medium. No long-term soil
storage is required as soils will be replaced once the infrastructure is in place.



Soil stripping and storage in stockpiles: This is the removal of soil after vegetation has been cleared
and the transportation of the soil to designated long-term storage sites. Areas proposed for this type
of soil salvage include areas that will be covered by mine features such as the plant site, tailings
beaches, tailings storage facility embankments, ore stockpile footprint and non-PAG waste
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rock/overburden stockpile. The storage locations take into consideration the volumes required for
reclamation of disturbed areas such as the tailings storage facility beaches and embankments, plant
site and conveyor line, and non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile. Salvage of sufficient soils for a
replacement depth of 50 cm was selected to provide a sufficient rooting medium for plant growth. The
soil cap will be replaced in one lift.
Appendix 2.2.4-B contains more information specific about the foundation conditions, preliminary designs
and volumetrics of the non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile, the ore stockpile, the PAG waste
rock/overburden stockpile and soil stockpiles.

ARD/ML Prevention and Mitigation
The ARD/ML Prevention and Mitigation Plan is designed around segregating and appropriately storing
the PAG and non-PAG material found in four different classes. These four classes of material are:
 Mine area overburden
 Waste rock
 Tailings, and
 Ore.

Criteria for the classification of the PAG and non-PAG material will be determined based on standard
industry tests on each of these four classes of material such as rinse pH, sulphide sulphur, modified
neutralization potential and net acid generation test. PAG material will be stored in the TSF in a
subaqueous manner. Non-PAG material will be stored in a sub aerial manner.
Waste delineation and segregation will occur in the following generalized process for Mine Area
Overburden and waste rock:
1.

Blast hole chips will be collected from surveyed drill holes.

2.

These chip samples will be tested onsite for parameters specific to each waste rock type with
regards to its PAG/non-PAG nature.

3.

Dig limits will be calculated based on this information and used to determine the location of colour
coded field stakes to indicate boundaries.

4.

Material will be loaded into haul trucks. Shovel operators will use proven methodology to indicate the
type of material loaded to the haul truck driver.

5.

Material will be dumped at the appropriate stockpile with monitoring at the disposal locations to
ensure that the wastes are appropriately dumped.

Existing data shows tailings material to be non-PAG. As such, no specific management criteria have been
established. However, periodic sampling and testing will be conducted. Ore that is placed in the ore
stockpile located east of the open pit will be processed in the final years of the mine life. Excess mill
capacity in the early years of the New Prosperity Project will be used to process as much ore from this
stockpile that is practicable, thereby reducing the volume of material to be stored. The Prediction,
prevention, mitigation and management of metal leaching and acid rock drainage is further discussed in
Section 2.7.2.1.
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Condemnation Assessment
Section 2.2.4 describes condemnation drilling throughout the New Prosperity Project area. Specifically,
geotechnical drilling has been conducted in the non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile, the ore
stockpile, the plant site and the TSF, in addition to other areas that do not have permanent facilities
proposed. Assays derived from approximately 150 m of drilling returned maximum values of 0.009% Cu
from 80 samples and 0.02 g/t Au from 54 samples.

Surface and Groundwater Management
Water management for the New Prosperity Project has been divided into six phases as detailed in
Section 2.7.2.4A. These are:
 Construction (Years -2 and -1)
 Operations Phase I (Years 1 through 16)
 Operations Phase II (Years 17 through 20)
 Closure Phase I (Years 21 through 30 for purposes of water quality modelling)
 Closure Phase II (Years 31 through 47 for purposes of water quality modelling), and
 Post-Closure (Years 48 onwards).
Note that the specific years associated with Closure Phases I and II have been assigned for the modelling
of water quality predictions.
It will be clear to the reader from the project description and the water management discussion that the
Project as proposed contains the entire water management infrastructure to accommodate changes in
timing of water management activities in order to achieve water quality objectives. These adaptive
management changes can be made at any time dependant on monitoring of actual water quality during
operations, closure, and beyond if required.
Management of water for all phases of the mine is focused on keeping contact water separate from noncontact water, so as to mitigate water quality impacts on the receiving environment.
During the construction phase, the primary objective for water management relates primarily to sediment
control. Initial site development activities will be focused on road construction, vegetation clearing,
stripping of surficial soils, and eventually construction of the plant site and TSF, among other
components. Construction sediment control ditches will be developed immediately downstream of all
components, so as to capture any sediment-laden water and direct it towards sediment control ponds,
allowing for the management of sediment prior to release to lower Fish Creek.
During the second year of construction, a portion of the starter embankment of the TSF will be complete,
allowing for storage of contact water at this point in time. Furthermore, the starter-pond in the TSF will
need to begin to grow at this time, so that there will be sufficient water available for the commencement of
operations. Sediment control ditches and ponds are shown downstream of the non-PAG waste
rock/overburden stockpile, the ore stockpile, the TSF main embankment and the plant site on Figure
2.2.5-4 for the end of Year 1, which closely approximates the construction phase sediment control
features. It is expected that a detailed construction sediment and erosion control plan will be developed
for the permitting phase of the New Prosperity Project.
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As the second year of construction commences, and storage of water begins in the TSF, natural flows will
be reduced in Fish Lake. Some of the water management activities during the first year of construction
will be focused on preparing for the capture and diversion of non-contact water towards Fish Lake, once
the natural catchments are reduced. Furthermore, a pumping and recirculation system will be installed
near the outlet of Fish Lake at this time, in addition to flood control dams in lower Fish Creek between
Fish Lake and the open pit, so that flows entering Fish Lake can be managed and redirected to the inlets
of Fish Lake and to the TSF, as required. Figure 2.2.5-4 shows the non-contact water collection systems
to the east and south of the TSF, the flood control dams between Fish Lake and the open pit, as well as
the Fish Lake recirculation system.
The flood control dams located between Fish Lake and the open pit have been sized considering a
1:1000 year 24-hour return period storm event. The catchment area that will generate this flood volume to
Fish Lake is shown on Figure 2.2.5-5. Water from this unlikely storm event will be managed by either
pumping the water to the TSF, or around the open pit and release it to lower Fish Creek. Appendix 2.2.5A presents the full details surrounding the conceptual design of the Fish Lake Flood Control Dam.
Once active tailings deposition occurs in the TSF, the seepage collection ponds downstream of each
embankment will begin to return collected seepage to the TSF. The main embankment will ultimately
have two seepage collection ponds, located at topographic lows, while the south and west embankments
will each have one seepage collection pond. The estimate of seepage flows from the TSF, as well as the
estimate for recapture, can be found in Section 2.7.2.4 as well as Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B and 2.7.2.4A-C.
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Downstream of the main embankment, further seepage collection measures will be installed in the form of
groundwater pumpback wells, located within approximately 100 metres of the toe of the ultimate
embankment. The main purpose of the additional seepage control measures at the main embankment is
to minimize as much as practicable the volume of seepage reporting to the inlets of Fish Lake from the
TSF. These groundwater pumpback wells will report to the main embankment seepage collection ponds,
which in turn will report to the TSF. Figure 2.2.5-6 presents the Year 16 Operations water management.
Furthermore, Section 2.7.2.4 and Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B describe all phases of water management in
greater detail.
Starting in Year 17, water from Fish Lake that is not required for recirculation to the inlets of Fish Lake will
be directed to the Open Pit. The purpose of this is to facilitate pit filling, thereby decreasing the exposure
time of the pit walls below the flood elevation to oxidation, with the ultimate objective to ensure the best
water quality in the pit lake once it has reached the spill point. This scenario for excess flows from Fish
Lake was chosen over directing this water around the open pit to lower Fish Creek, ultimately delaying
the re-establishment of flows similar to those seen in baseline, for a several reasons. The decrease of
flows in lower Fish Creek results in impacts to fish habitat for the life of the mine, and these impacts are
compensated for through the Fish Compensation Plan near the start of mining operations. While reestablishment of flows similar to baseline flows is the ultimate objective in post-closure, delaying the reestablishment of such flows was considered a better option since the loss of fish habitat will have already
been compensated for, and the potential improvement to pit lake water quality due to a shorter exposure
time for the pit walls below the flood elevation is expected to have some positive effect.
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Tailings Storage Facility Design
The TSF is situated approximately 2 km south of Fish Lake. It is made up of three embankments (main,
south and west), which will contain all tailings, PAG waste rock/overburden, the supernatant pond, and
have freeboard sufficient for the Inflow Design Flood (IDF). A geotechnical site investigation program was
conducted to support the design in March and April 2012. Drill holes, test pits and seismic lines along the
embankment alignments made up the site investigation program. Appendix 2.2.4-C (2012 Site
Investigation Factual Data Report, August 2012) contains all the details related to the 2012 site
investigation program.
Previous site investigation programs provided a good basis for developing a preliminary design of the
TSF, prior to conducting the 2012 program. Foundation conditions in the area of the south and west
embankments were generally understood. Additionally, due to extensive geotechnical drilling in the Fish
Creek Valley north of the main embankment, the foundation conditions for the main embankment were
assumed to be similar to those of previous studies. However, in order to improve confidence in the
parameters used for the design, drilling immediately under the embankments was performed.
Each embankment will be constructed using the centerline method of construction. A typical section
through each embankment can be seen on Figures 2.2.5-7 (main embankment), 2.2.5-8 (south
embankment) and 2.2.5-9 (west embankment).
Embankment material quantities for each staged raise are provided in Table 2.2.5-2. Table 2.2.5-3
compares the available construction materials in the open pit to the required volumes at the TSF, on a
stage-by-stage basis. As can be seen, sufficient non-PAG waste rock and overburden is available to
construct all three embankments throughout the entire life of mine. No additional borrow materials are
required to be used to construct the three embankments. However, should suitable borrow materials be
located within the TSF basin, they may be used for a portion of the starter embankment construction as a
contingency.
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Table 2.2.5-2 Embankment Material Quantities
MAIN EMBANKMENT
Stage

Year

Crest
Elevation

Zone C

(m)

(m )

3

Zone S
3

(m )

Zone F
3

(m )

Zone B
3

(m )

Total
Volume
3

(m )

I

-1

1490

0

24,600

3,142

3,142

30,883

II

1

1531

2,596,871

1,230,000

369,000

369,000

4,564,871

III

2

1542

1,392,081

462,000

138,600

138,600

2,131,281

IV

3

1549

1,143,668

336,000

100,800

100,800

1,681,268

V

4

1553

774,422

240,000

72,000

72,000

1,158,422

VI

5

1557

893,186

264,000

79,200

79,200

1,315,586

VII

6

1560

738,638

198,000

59,400

59,400

1,055,438

VIII

7

1563

805,049

198,000

59,400

59,400

1,121,849

IX

8

1566

871,460

198,000

59,400

59,400

1,188,260

X

9

1570

1,276,896

264,000

79,200

79,200

1,699,296

XI

10

1574

1,394,960

264,000

79,200

79,200

1,817,360

XII

11

1577

1,123,756

216,000

64,800

64,800

1,469,356

XIII

12

1580

1,196,204

216,000

64,800

64,800

1,541,804

XIV

13

1582

831,369

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,061,769

XV

14

1584

863,568

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,093,968

XVI

15

1586

895,767

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,126,167

XVII

16

1588

927,967

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,158,367

XVIII

17

1590

960,166

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,190,566

XIX

18

1592

992,366

144,000

43,200

43,200

1,222,766

XX

19

1593

505,082

72,000

21,600

21,600

620,282

XXI

20

1594

513,132

72,000

21,600

21,600

628,332

XXII

21

1595

521,182

72,000

21,600

21,600

636,382

21,217,791

5,190,600

1,552,942

1,552,942

29,514,275

Zone F

Zone B

Total
Volume

TOTALS

SOUTH EMBANKMENT
Stage

Year

Crest
Elevation

Zone C

(m)

(m )

(m )

(m )

(m )

(m )

3

Zone S
3

3

3

3

II

1

1531

0

0

0

0

0

III

2

1542

25,989

66,000

19,800

19,800

131,589

IV

3

1549

134,868

210,000

63,000

63,000

470,868

V

4

1553

134,982

120,000

36,000

36,000

326,982

VI

5

1557

188,648

120,000

36,000

36,000

380,648

VII

6

1560

181,523

108,000

32,400

32,400

354,323

VIII

7

1563

235,322

144,000

43,200

43,200

465,722

IX

8

1566

283,621

144,000

43,200

43,200

514,021
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X

9

1570

469,383

208,000

62,400

62,400

802,183

XI

10

1574

562,403

208,000

62,400

62,400

895,203

XII

11

1577

478,897

162,000

48,600

48,600

738,097

XIII

12

1580

535,492

168,000

50,400

50,400

804,292

XIV

13

1582

386,781

119,660

35,898

35,898

578,237

XV

14

1584

413,538

119,660

35,898

35,898

604,994

XVI

15

1586

440,295

119,660

35,898

35,898

631,751

XVII

16

1588

467,052

119,660

35,898

35,898

658,508

XVIII

17

1590

494,638

121,320

36,396

36,396

688,750

XIX

18

1592

521,766

121,320

36,396

36,396

715,878

XX

19

1593

268,381

60,660

18,198

18,198

365,437

XXI

20

1594

275,163

60,660

18,198

18,198

372,219

21

1595

XXII

TOTALS

281,945

60,660

18,198

18,198

379,001

6,780,687

2,561,260

768,378

768,378

10,878,703

Zone F

Zone B

Total
Volume

WEST EMBANKMENT
Stage

VIII

Year

7

Crest
Elevation

Zone C

(m)

(m )

(m )

(m )

(m )

(m )

1563

0

0

0

0

0

3

Zone S
3

3

3

3

IX

8

1566

0

0

0

0

0

X

9

1570

2,917

8,000

2,400

2,400

15,717

XI

10

1574

11,200

16,000

4,800

4,800

36,800

XII

11

1577

15,496

18,000

5,400

5,400

44,296

XIII

12

1580

24,462

24,000

7,200

7,200

62,862

XIV

13

1582

20,075

16,000

4,800

4,800

45,675

XV

14

1584

23,652

16,000

4,800

4,800

49,252
59,113

XVI

15

1586

28,457

19,160

5,748

5,748

XVII

16

1588

32,741

19,160

5,748

5,748

63,397

XVIII

17

1590

37,025

19,160

5,748

5,748

67,681

XIX

18

1592

41,310

19,160

5,748

5,748

71,966

XX

19

1593

21,839

9,580

2,874

2,874

37,167

XXI

20

1594

22,910

9,580

2,874

2,874

38,238

21

1595

XXII

TOTALS
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Table 2.2.5-3 Tailings Embankment Material Balance
Non-PAG Overburden to Zones S, B, F - (m³)

Crest El.
YEAR

(m)

-1

1531

1

1542

2

1549

3

1553

4

1557

5

1560

6

1563

7

1566

8

1570

9

1574

10

1577

11

1580

12

1582

13

1584

14

1586

15

1588

16

1590

17

1592

18

1593

19

1594

20

1595

Suitable for
Embankment(1)

Required for
Zone S(4)

Required for
Zone B (5)

Required for
Zone F(5)

Sum of
Zones That
Require
Overburden

3,187,000
3,758,000
2,671,000
2,010,000
1,106,000
608,000
2,013,000
2,458,000
1,035,000
7,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18,853,000

1,255,000
528,000
546,000
360,000
384,000
306,000
342,000
342,000
480,000
488,000
396,000
408,000
280,000
280,000
283,000
283,000
284,000
284,000
143,000
143,000
143,000
7,958,000

372,000
159,000
164,000
108,000
115,000
91,000
102,000
102,000
143,000
146,000
119,000
122,000
84,000
84,000
85,000
85,000
85,000
85,000
43,000
43,000
43,000
2,380,000

372,000
159,000
164,000
108,000
115,000
91,000
102,000
102,000
143,000
146,000
119,000
122,000
84,000
84,000
85,000
85,000
85,000
85,000
43,000
43,000
43,000
2,380,000

1,999,000
846,000
874,000
576,000
614,000
488,000
546,000
546,000
766,000
780,000
634,000
652,000
448,000
448,000
453,000
453,000
454,000
454,000
229,000
229,000
229,000
12,718,000

Totals
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Non-PAG Rock to Zone C - (m³)

Difference

(6)

1,188,000
2,912,000
1,797,000
1,434,000
492,000
120,000
1,467,000
1,912,000
269,000
-773,000
-634,000
-652,000
-448,000
-448,000
-453,000
-453,000
-454,000
-454,000
-229,000
-229,000
-229,000
6,135,000

Cumulative
Difference(6)

Suitable for
Embankment(2)

Required for
Zone C

Sum of
Zones That
Require NAG
Rock

Difference(8)

Cumulative
Difference(8)

1,188,000
4,100,000
5,897,000
7,331,000
7,823,000
7,943,000
9,410,000
11,322,000
11,591,000
10,818,000
10,184,000
9,532,000
9,084,000
8,636,000
8,183,000
7,730,000
7,276,000
6,822,000
6,593,000
6,364,000
6,135,000
6,135,000

475,000
1,939,000
3,467,000
3,496,000
3,006,000
5,452,000
6,623,000
4,514,000
3,306,000
2,762,000
2,283,000
1,314,000
678,000
402,000
289,000
264,000
46,000
0
0
0
0
40,316,000

2,597,000
1,418,000
1,279,000
909,000
1,082,000
921,000
1,040,000
1,155,000
1,749,000
1,968,000
1,618,000
1,755,000
1,238,000
1,302,000
1,364,000
1,428,000
1,492,000
1,555,000
795,000
811,000
827,000
28,303,000

2,597,000
1,418,000
1,279,000
909,000
1,082,000
921,000
1,040,000
1,155,000
1,749,000
1,968,000
1,618,000
1,755,000
1,238,000
1,302,000
1,364,000
1,428,000
1,492,000
1,555,000
795,000
811,000
827,000
28,303,000

-2,122,000
521,000
2,188,000
2,587,000
1,924,000
4,531,000
5,583,000
3,359,000
1,557,000
794,000
665,000
-441,000
-560,000
-900,000
-1,075,000
-1,164,000
-1,446,000
-1,555,000
-795,000
-811,000
-827,000
12,013,000

-2,122,000
-1,601,000
587,000
3,174,000
5,098,000
9,629,000
15,212,000
18,571,000
20,128,000
20,922,000
21,587,000
21,146,000
20,586,000
19,686,000
18,611,000
17,447,000
16,001,000
14,446,000
13,651,000
12,840,000
12,013,000
12,013,000
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The starter embankment will include only the main embankment. In Year 1, the south embankment will
begin construction, along with a raise of the main embankment. By approximately Year 7, the west
embankment will begin construction. Each staged raise thereafter will see all three embankments raised
simultaneously. The filling schedule for the TSF is shown on Figure 2.2.5-10.
All organics will be removed from the embankment footprint prior to foundation preparation. The
foundation of the tailings embankments will mainly consist of the dense, low permeability glacial till that
covers the valley. The till layer reaches a maximum thickness of greater than 20 m. The glacial till layer
forms a natural liner and is important for controlling basin seepage from the TSF; particularly in the initial
years of operations before the tailings beaches are well developed. Care must be taken to preserve the
till during preparation of the core and upstream shell zone foundations.
Glacial deposits such as kettles and eskers are prevalent at surface throughout the Fish Creek Valley.
These deposits frequently contain high permeability sand and gravel and will be removed during
preparation of the core zone foundation. The core zone excavation should generally not exceed 2 metres
once topsoil has been removed. If the surficial materials are soft it will be necessary to excavate the
foundation to bedrock and a low permeability glacial till liner may be required to cover exposed rock
upstream of the core zone.
The downstream shell zone foundation will be prepared by removing topsoil and organics to expose
dense glacial till, alluvial deposits or bedrock. Soil foundations will be contoured and compacted to
provide a suitable dense base for embankment fill.
Appendix 2.2.4-D contains all information related to the preliminary design of the Tailings Storage Facility.
Stability and seepage analyses were conducted for all three embankments, for the starter arrangement,
as well as the final embankment heights, and can also be found within this appendix. Furthermore, all
foundation preparation specifications, compaction requirements for each zone, and all other design
aspects for the proper construction and operation of the TSF can be found in Appendix 2.2.4-D
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FIGURE 2.2.5-7

FIGURE 2.2.5-8

FIGURE 2.2.5-9

1,610
1,600
1,590
Year 8
El. 1570

1,580

Elevation (m)

1,570

Year 4
El. 1557

1,560

Year 10
El. 1577

Year 12
El. 1582

Year 14
El. 1586

Year 16
El. 1590

Year 18
El. 1593

Year 20
El. 1595

Year 6
El. 1563

Year 2
El. 1549

1,550

Year 1
El. 1542

1,540
Tailings Elevation (Including PAG Waste)

1,530

Supernatant Pond

1,520

Inflow Design Flood
Minimum Required Embankment Crest (1 m Wave Protection)

1,510

Construction Stages

1,500
1,490

-1 Ͳ1

0 1

1

2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20
Year of Operations

NOTES:

1. THE FILLING SCHEDULE ACCOUNTS FOR 481.9 Mt OF TAILINGS AND 237.3 Mt OF PAG
WASTE ROCK AND OVERBURDEN.
2. ORE AND WASTE SCHEDULE PROVIDED BY TASEKO MINES LIMITED (MAR 22, 2010).
3. TAILINGS DRY DENSITY IS ASSUMED TO BE 1.2 T/M³ IN THE FIRST 2 YEARS OF PRODUCTION,
1.3 T/M³ IN YEAR 3 AND 1.4 T/M³ TO THE END OF MINE LIFE.
4. STORM STORAGE REQUIREMENT IS 1/1,000 IN PRE-PRODUCTION AND 2/3 BETWEEN 1/1,000
AND PMF (INFLOW DESIGN FLOOD).
5. LEVEL TAILINGS BEACH ASSUMED AND PAG WASTE MATERIALS ASSUMED TO BE THE SAME
ELEVATION AS THE TAILINGS.
6. PAG WASTE DRY DENSITY IS ASSUMED TO BE 2.04 T/M³ FOR WASTE ROCK AND 1.83 T/M³ FOR OVERBURDEN.
0
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Reclamation and Decommissioning Plan –Temporary Closure
In the event of a short-term closure of less than one year, the following actions will be taken to maintain
the site:
 Site environmental monitoring and management programs continue as per regular operations without
interruption.
 A “care and maintenance” team is retained from the site operations and maintenance personnel
which will maintain the site security program and equipment in an operationally ready state as well as
monitor and maintain all site environmental systems.
 Pumping of tailings seepage water and runoff collected from the waste rock/overburden stockpile and
ore stockpile will continue as per regular operations.
 Mining equipment will be relocated to the shop area (haul trucks and ancillary equipment) and a
marshalling site near the pit rim (drills and shovels) for storage.
 Reagent inventories retained in their original packaging will be assessed to determine which, if any,
will be adversely impacted by the expected storage term. Any reagents which will degrade during the
shutdown period will be returned to the vendor, sold or disposed of in an approved facility. Any
reagents which will remain active for the resumption of operations will be stored in a secure manner.
 Any reagent inventory which has entered the concentrator process and is stored in bulk tanks after
cessation of operations will be removed and disposed of in an approved manner.
 Solvent, oil and fuel inventories at the site will be assessed to determine quantities to be retained and
consumed during the site care and maintenance activities. The balance will be returned to the vendor
or sold.
 Any waste oil and/or grease inventory will be disposed of offsite in an approved facility.
 Inventory of blasting supplies will be assessed and any supplies which will expire during the
shutdown period will be returned to the vendor or disposed of in an approved manner. All retained
inventory will continue to be held in a secure facility.
 Nuclear sources will be removed from the concentrator density gauges and stored in a secure facility
on site as per Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission regulations.
 Any stockpiled ore will remain in stockpile and available as mill feed.
 All of the ore from the coarse ore stockpile will be processed through the mill prior to cessation of mill
operations.
 Mill facilities and equipment (including concentrate sheds as well as concentrate and ore handling
systems) will be washed down after operations cease. All concentrate will be shipped to market and
any excess waste mineral from the cleanup will be impounded in the TSF.
 The TSF will continue to be maintained with required freeboard limits. If an embankment raise is
underway at the time of closure and is required to maintain freeboard levels through the temporary
closure period, then construction of the embankment raise will be completed.
 Dust from the TSF will be mitigated during dry periods by either wetting the tailings beach with
supernatant pond water or implementing alternative methods effective for dust control.
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In the event that the short-term closure extends beyond one year with no imminent foreseeable change,
the following items in addition to those listed above will be scheduled for action as appropriate for the
length of closure anticipated:
 Remaining reagents at site will be returned to suppliers, sold or disposed of in an approved facility.
 Remaining blasting supplies at site will be returned to the vendor or disposed of in an approved
manner.
 Fuel and lubricating oil storage at site will be minimized with sufficient supplies maintained at site to
support the on-going care and maintenance activities.
 Mobile and stationary equipment will be appropriately prepared and placed into long term storage.
 Freeboard at the TSF will be actively monitored and maintained at safe levels. This will be done either
by embankment construction or through storage of excess tailings supernatant in the open pit; or a
combination thereof.
 Exposed PAG waste rock/overburden in the TSF will be assessed and an action plan developed
appropriate for the length of closure anticipated.
 Existing mitigation measures for dust control may be enhanced by seeding accessible areas of
tailings beach.
A description of the conceptual permanent decommissioning and closure plan is located in Section 2.8.2.
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Process Plant

Primary Crusher, Overland Conveyor and Ore Storage
Ore will be hauled from the open pit mining operation to the primary crushing facilities close to the
southeast rim of the open pit. The crusher product will be discharged into a surge bin and withdrawn with
an apron feeder onto the overland coarse ore conveyor. A fog system will also be employed at the
transfer points below the gyratory crusher to reduce fugitive dust emissions and improve working
conditions. A dedicated compressor and air receiver will be situated in the building to provide instrument
air as well as air for the dust suppression system. Ore that is hauled from the open pit and will not be
brought directly to the primary crusher will be stockpiled in the Ore Stockpile, located northeast of the
overland conveyor.
The coarse ore conveyor will transport the ore to a coarse stockpile where it will subsequently be fed to
the grinding circuit which consists of SAG and ball mills. It will generally follow existing topography on a
prepared gravel bed on an upslope route to the coarse ore stockpile 1.9 km due east. A service road will
be provided along one side of the conveyor. In order to reduce dust emissions, there will be a water
suppression system at the discharge point of the coarse ore stockpile.
The layout of the Primary Crusher and Overland Conveyor remain unchanged from the previous project
proposal. The Ore Stockpile has the same volume as the previous project proposal, but the location and
configuration of the Ore Stockpile is different.

Mineral Processing and Concentrator
The plant site location, layout, and design remain unchanged from the previous project proposal. It will be
located approximately 2 km east of the primary crusher at a nominal elevation of 1560 m on a relatively
flat natural plateau on the east slope of the valley. Primary structures at the plant site will include coarse
ore stockpile and reclaim facilities, a concentrator building, a main 230 kV substation, a service complex,
and assay laboratory.
Conventional crushing, grinding and flotation will be used to process ore. The concentrator utilizes
industry standard unit processes and equipment with a nominal throughput of 70,000 dry tpd housed
within an approximately 14,000 m2 pre-engineered structure. As common with every flotation process,
standard chemical reagents will be used to aid in achieving the optimal conditions for the recovery of the
desired minerals. The specific chemical reagents have not yet been finalized.
Copper concentrate will be the final product. The plant will operate 24 hours per day, 365 days per year
with scheduled downtime for equipment maintenance. The concentrator load-out area will be a slab on
grade within the concentrator building. A front end loader will load concentrate trucks positioned on a
truck weight scale. The Mineral Processing area remains unchanged from the previously reviewed
project.
The concentrator building (13,600 m2) is a pre-engineered structure divided into three main sections: the
grinding section, which houses the SAG and ball mills, the beneficiation section which houses the
flotation cells and vertimills, the reagent storage and tailings handling and the concentrate handling
section which houses the thickening, filtration and concentrate load out systems. Tailings will be pumped
throughout the life of the mine. Reclaim water is pumped from the TSF and stored on site in a process
water pond to be used for processing.
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Tailings Characterization, Distribution and Impoundment
The tailings from the Project operation will be produced from conventional milling of copper and gold ore.
The physical characteristics of the tailings have been obtained using samples from metallurgical test work
on drill core assay rejects. The laboratory test work indicated that tailings products from the lower, middle
and upper zones of the ore deposit have similar physical characteristics and will be non-PAG. Detailed
laboratory testing and chemical analyses for the tailings solids and liquids were carried out as detailed in
Section 2.7.2.1.
The TSF for impounding tailings and PAG waste rock/overburden will be located in the Upper Fish Creek
valley approximately 2 km south of Fish Lake. The principle objectives of the TSF are to ensure protection
of the regional groundwater and surface waters both during operations and in the long-term, and to
achieve effective reclamation at mine closure.
The design of the TSF has taken into account the following aspects:
 Permanent, secure and total confinement of all solid waste materials within an engineered disposal
facility
 Sufficient capacity and freeboard to store the Inflow Design Flood (IDF)
 Control, collection and removal of free draining liquids from the tailings during operations for recycling
as process water to the maximum practical extent
 Collection and pumping of seepage water from each of the Main, South and West Embankments
 The inclusion of monitoring features for all aspects of the facility to ensure performance goals are
achieved and design criteria and assumptions are met, and
 Staged development of the facility over the life of the Project.

The overall Project general arrangement is shown on Figure 2.2.5-1. The TSF will be an average of 4 km
long by 3 km wide with a footprint of approximately 1200 ha.
PAG waste rock and overburden that is deemed to have the potential to generate acid drainage will be
stored under water within the tailings storage facility. The TSF is designed to provide environmentally
secure storage for co-disposal of approximately 477 Mt of tailings and 237 Mt of PAG waste
rock/overburden.
As a result of the embankment elevations relative to the concentrator, tailings will be pumped from the
onset of operations. Tailings pipelines will convey tailings along all three embankments, allowing the
tailings to be spiggoted from the north, west and south parts of the TSF.
Non-PAG waste rock, glacial till and overburden will be used to build the TSF embankments in stages
throughout the life of the Project from stripping operations at the open pit. The Main Embankment will be
located in the Fish Creek Valley; the West Embankment will be constructed along the western ridge which
separates the Fish Creek drainage basin from the Big Onion Lake drainage basin; and the South
Embankment will be constructed across the Fish Creek Valley between Little Fish Lake and Wasp Lake.
All three embankments will be constructed as water-retaining structures. Seepage losses will be returned
to the TSF via a seepage collection and recycle system.
Much of the site is blanketed by surficial glacial till and a complex series of basalt flows, lacustrine units
and lesser fluvial deposits. The glacial till is typically located within the valley bottom and lower valley
slopes and ranges in thickness from 2 m to greater than 10 m. The surficial glacial till unit will provide a
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suitable, low permeability foundation for the tailings facility. All organics and soft, wet material will be
removed from the tailings embankment footprints prior to fill placement.
In accordance with international and standard industry practice, stability analyses will be carried out to
investigate the stability of the embankments under both static and seismic conditions as part of the
permitting process. Analyses will be conducted to satisfy safety requirements and to indicate that the
proposed design is adequate to maintain both short term (operational) and long term (post-closure)
stability.

Process Water Supply and Distribution
The Process Water Pond will have a total storage capacity of 110,000 m3 and will be supplied by three
sources:
 Pit dewatering, depressurization wells, horizontal drains
 Surface runoff from the ore and non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpiles, and
 The tailings supernatant pond reclaim.
A cast-in-place concrete outlet structure in the process water pond with a manually controlled sluice gate
will discharge water by gravity through a buried HDPE pipe into the concentrator building. Process pumps
will boost the pipeline pressure for distribution and use in the building.
Fresh Water will be supplied by:
 Deep Aquifers – As part of the pit dewatering system, depressurization wells in the deep water
aquifer will be installed to intercept flows entering the pit. This water may also be used as potable
water.
 Sediment Collection Ponds – Runoff from the plant site and open pit, as well as the non-PAG waste
rock/overburden and ore stockpiles flow into a number of sediment collection ponds. These ponds
can be used as a source for fresh water as the solids will settle.
These two fresh water sources will discharge into the fire/fresh water tank at the concentrator. The top
420 m3 in this tank is available for fresh and gland water use. Pumps will draw water from the tank and
distribute through gland and fresh water service loops in the concentrator building. A buried HDPE water
main will convey freshwater to locations outside the concentrator building, where it is required. There
have been no changes to process water supply and distribution since the previous project proposal with
the exception of the location of the TSF and reclaim water line.

Potable Water Supply and Distribution
Potable water will be supplied by three proposed wells along the south perimeter of the ultimate open pit.
The estimated capacity of each well is 12 m3/hr. These wells will initially be the source of the Project site
potable water supply and will function to depressurize the open pit walls as the pit deepens.
The depressurization wells will be installed early in the Project so that they can provide potable water
during the construction phase. The estimated daily potable water demand during construction will be 200
m3 which is based on a maximum work force of 800 people. During operations, the estimated daily
consumption will be 100 m3, which is based on an average on-site work force of 400 people.
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The wells will be connected to a common pipeline which will be buried below grade to the construction
camp. The depth of burial will be sufficient to provide protection from freezing and vehicle traffic. Initially,
this pipeline will be connected to the construction camp temporary water storage and distribution system.
A small demand for potable quality water will be required at the explosive manufacturing plant area. A
stand-alone groundwater well will be installed at that location.
For overall operations, a permanent potable tank will be installed near the concentrator building. The
vertical, field erected steel tank will have a nominal capacity of 150 m3. Upon commissioning, the potable
water well supply pipeline will be re-directed from the camp and connected to the permanent tank. Prior to
discharging into the tank, the water will be treated by a calcium hypochlorite addition system with a small
mix tank and a metering pump.
Potable water pumps in the concentrator building will draw water from the tank for distribution:
 Through a pipe loop in the concentrator, and
 Through an underground main to the outside structures on the mill site.
The main will be HDPE pipe and will be buried a minimum of 3 m for frost protection. The outside
structures serviced by this buried network will be the operations camp, service complex, and assay
laboratory.
Some areas requiring potable water will not be connected to this mill site underground system because
their demand is small and remote from any potable water main. These areas include the primary crusher,
the concrete batch plant and the gatehouse at the mill site entrance. They will have bottled potable water
for drinking. There have been no changes to potable water supply and distribution since the previous
project proposal

Plant Site Runoff and Sediment Control
The Plant Site will be graded to direct precipitation and snowmelt runoff towards ditches throughout the
Plant Site area, and towards sediment control ponds located at low points throughout the site. A main
sediment control pond will be located to the west of the Plant Site, where all collected runoff will ultimately
be directed. Contact water from this pond will be directed to the process water pond for use in the
concentrator. The objective of the runoff and sediment control features is to contain contact water and
utilize it in the milling process. There have been no changes to management of runoff and sediment for
the Plant Site since the previous project proposal.

Spill Prevention and Response
The objective of the Spill Prevention and Response Plan will be to promote the prevention of the
accidental release of harmful substances into the receiving environment and, in the event of a spill, to
provide adequate information to guide the response crew to safely, efficiently and effectively respond to
and clean-up a spill. The Spill Prevention and Response Plan will be designed to prevent spills through
the development of procedures in the transfer, handling and storage of fuel and other hazardous products
and wastes, plus awareness training in these procedures. Prevention will be further supported by regular
environmental site inspections and written assessments.
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In the event of a spill, the Spill Prevention and Response Plan will incorporate a spill response action plan
that will detail how to manage a spill, depending on the product that was spilled, the quantity spilled and
the location of the spill. The Plan will maintain a list of products that are used at, and transported to and
from, the mine site. For each product a data sheet will be available in the Plan that documents the
physical and chemical properties of the product, safety measures related to that product such as personal
protective equipment, and methods for containing and removing the product if spilled, plus the storage,
transfer and disposal of the spilled product.
The Spill Prevention and Response Plan will also provide details related to the structure of the spill
response team, and the duties and responsibilities of each individual on that team, including the
responsibilities of the person who discovered the spill. Contact lists for persons/agencies to notify in the
event of a spill, from corporate, to government, to clean up contractors and suppliers, to neighbouring
dwellings/communities, will also be a component of the Plan.
Other components of the Plan will include an inventory of the location of spill response kits and their
contents, the policy on reporting spills, and a spill response form that will form the written documentation
and recording of spills.
Lastly, the Plan will dictate that emergency response personnel receive spill response and cleanup
training from a qualified instructor. Greater detail of this plan, as well as all Environmental Management
Plans, can be found in Section 2.8.1.

Site Water Balance
An operational water balance was completed to aid in water management, to estimate contingency
process/supernatant pond water requirements, and to estimate when the TSF and Open Pit will begin to
overflow in closure and post-closure, respectively. Section 2.7.2.4 provides a greater level of detail about
the site water balance.
The water balance was completed on a monthly basis for a 100-year period using GoldSim®, a dynamic
probabilistic simulation model used extensively for mine site water management applications. GoldSim®
permits inputs to be entered as probability distributions rather than discrete values, performs Monte Carlo
simulations, tracks outputs from those simulations and provides a graphic interface to facilitate the review
and identification of interactions between components.
In order to address the potential variability of climatic conditions, a stochastic version of the water balance
model was used, which involved Monte Carlo type simulation techniques and the modelling of monthly
climatic parameters as probability distributions, rather than simply as mean values.
Model results were used to determine the likelihood of having a surplus and/or deficit of water in the TSF.
Section 2.7.2.4A presents the range of possible cumulative pond volumes available in the TSF over the
life of the mine, as defined by the 95th percentile values (5% chance of being equalled or exceeded in
any year). This range of volumes can also be thought of as the required active, or “live”, storage capacity
of the TSF pond for a reasonably large range of anticipated climatic conditions.
The system (including the TSF, Open Pit, water pumped from Fish Lake outflows and contributing
catchments) is able to supply enough water to meet the process water mill requirements throughout the
mine life, for all scenarios.
Waste Water (Sewage) Management
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Sewage from the mill site and camp areas will be collected by a gravity sewer system, and will be
conveyed to a sewage treatment plant. One sewage treatment plant (STP) will be used to service the
mine during the construction phase and continue for operation. The maximum capacity of the plant will be
based on a maximum workforce of 1000 during construction. Sewage treatment will be by a packaged
Rotating Biological Contactor (RBC) unit, which will include:
 Flow equalization
 Primary settlement
 Sludge storage
 RBC unit
 Final clarifier
 Chlorine contact chamber, and
 Effluent pump chamber.
The STP will be located at the west end, low side, of the mill site, well away from the camp and other
occupied areas. The STP will be partially buried to permit gravity feed of the influent and will include:
 Buried concrete slabs for anchoring tanks
 Easy accessibility from grade for inspection and maintenance of unit
 Heating and lighting, and
 An alarm to signal loss of rotation.
During construction, the treated effluent discharge will be pumped to a tile field or lagoon. Prior to any
construction, tile field design and location will be verified by field percolation tests. The tile field has been
proposed because it is regarded as a favourable method of disposal by permitting authorities.
Once the mine is operational, the treated STP effluent will be discharged to the TSF. A buried pipeline will
discharge the effluent into the gravity section of the tailings pipeline near the concentrator building. At that
time, the chlorine contact chamber will be activated because the effluent will become part of the reclaim
water from the TSF.
Sewage from the washroom facilities that are remote from the mill site gravity sewer system will be
directed to nearby sewage holding tanks. These tanks will be emptied at regular intervals and their
contents treated at the mill site STP.
There have been no changes to waste water management since the previous project proposal
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Maintenance, Administration and On-Site Support Facilities

There are a number of ancillary facilities that exist throughout the Project site to support the mining of the
ore body. A description of each facility or component is listed below:

Other Infrastructure
Administration and change house facilities will be located south of the Concentrator Building. The facilities
will be contained in pre-fabricated units. Workers will reside in an on-site camp. The construction camp
will be located adjacent to the south side of the mill site. The construction camp will be constructed in
stages in order to accommodate the build-up of personnel from the early stage of construction activity to
the estimated peak of 1000 during construction. The camp accommodation units and services will be
expanded as additional beds are needed. The construction camp to house construction personnel will
gradually be turned over to the mine operations as construction activities wind down.
The truck shop and maintenance facilities will be housed in a pre-engineered building located next to the
Administration Building and south of the Concentrator Building. The assay and environmental laboratory
will be located in a separate building near the service complex. The laboratory will be a pre-engineered
single level building and will contain all the assaying and environmental sampling and testing facilities
plus associated offices for the laboratory personnel. The warehouse will be located immediately south of
the Concentrator Building in a stretch fabric structure. All components, features and activities associated
with other infrastructure are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Explosives Manufacture and Storage
The mining process requires the use of explosives to break apart the rock in the open pit for recovery of
the ore for processing and separation from the surrounding waste rock. Due to the large volumes of
explosive required and the remote location of the mine site, explosives will be manufactured at the mine
site. Taseko is responsible for the safe management of explosives on the site. This will include any tasks
contracted out to a third party.
During the construction phase, Bulk Explosive products may be transported from existing explosive
facilities at the Gibraltar Mine. The activity will continue until the permanent facility is constructed and
commissioned at New Prosperity. The Explosives Storage compound at New Prosperity will include a
number of buildings including a fully contained manufacturing plant, storage tanks and silos and plant
services.
The location for the Explosives facility for the New Prosperity Project can be seen on Figure 2.2.3-2. The
final configuration and detailed design of the structures on the compound site will be completed as part of
the permitting process. The Explosives facility for the New Prosperity Project has been relocated relative
to that described in the previously assessed project as a result of the revised stockpile locations but the
features, activities and volumes of explosive material for the New Prosperity Project are the same as
those described in the previously assessed project.
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Communications
Telephone and facsimile communications from the Project site will be via microwave. Radio and internal
telephone communications system will be provided from the administration office area to all remote
locations on the network. All components, features and activities associated with communications are the
same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Plant Power Distribution
The plant substation is designed with a single 3-phase 100/133 MVA transformer (230/25 kV) and
associated high voltage switch gear circuit breakers and isolation capable of meeting the peak plant
power demand requirements. The secondary of the main step down transformer feeds a 25 kV switch
gear line up which feeds the various plant areas. Each of the 25 kV breakers feed 7.5/10 MVA
transformers which set the voltage down to 4160 V to feed plant motive loads at this voltage level and
further step down transformer/switchgear unit substations at the 600 V level. Emergency power will be
provided by standby diesel generators. All components, features and activities associated with the plant
power distribution are the same as those described in the previously assessed project.

Fish Lake Water Supply and Distribution
Fish Lake will have a collection and distribution system to manage outflows from the lake, as well as
capture non-contact water from the Fish Creek valley, directing flows to the inlet channels of the lake (see
Figure 2.2.5.2-6). The lake outflows will be managed by a pumping system located at the northern end of
the lake, with water conveyed in a pipeline and released to the inlet channels of the lake, immediately
downstream of the TSF Main Embankment. Excess flows not needed for the inlet channels will be
directed to the TSF. Two non-contact water ponds, located east and south of the TSF will capture water
in the undisturbed catchments surrounding the TSF. Pumping systems located in each pond will direct
water to the inlet channels of the lake, immediately downstream of the TSF Main Embankment. Section
2.7.2.4 and Appendix 2.7.2.4A-B provide detail about the Fish Lake water management for all phases of
the Project, from construction through to post-closure, inclusive of volumes of water collected, diverted,
pumped and recirculated for the Fish Lake Water Supply system.
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Project Development Schedule

Development Schedule and Activities
The construction, operation, and reclamation aspects of the New Prosperity project are divided into four
main phases for purposes of the environmental assessment:


Construction starts with the issuance of appropriate permits to start development and ends at that
point at which the concentrator reaches commercial production. This spans a period of roughly two
and a half years.



Operations begin at this point and continue for approximately 20 years until no tailings are generated
by the concentrator. Some reclamation activities begin during this operational period.



Closure begins at the cessation of tailings production and continues until the open pit begins to
discharge water to lower Fish Creek approximately 28 years later. Decommissioning of site
infrastructure and reclamation are completed early in this time frame. Closure is further subdivided
into two phases as detailed in Section 2.7.2.4 For purposes of water quality modelling the transition
from closure Phase I to Closure Phase II has been assumed to occur approximately 10 years into
closure but water management infrastructure inherent in the design can accommodate any changes
in timing..



Post-closure begins when the open pit has filled with water and begins to discharge to Fish Creek.
Activities in this period are all related to environmental monitoring and follow-up. This period will
continue until all conditions of the Mines Act, Reclamation Code, and permits have been fulfilled and
Taseko has been released from all obligations under the Mines Act. Environmental monitoring is a
key activity that occurs throughout the entire life of the Project as outlined in the Environmental
Management Plan.

Construction Phase
The main activities in the construction schedule are summarized in Figure 2.2.6-1. The yellow bars in the
figure represent continuous activities while the beige bars represent discontinuous activities or those
activities which will be conducted at some time within the indicated time span. A brief description of these
activities follows.
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Year ‐3
Year ‐2
Year ‐1
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

Authorizations and Permitting
New Site Access Road Construction
Transmission Line Timber Harvest
Environmental Monitoring
4500 Road Upgrade
Water Management Works
Sediment and Erosion Control
Minesite Infrastructure Roads
Site Infrastructure and Facilities Construction
Fish Compensation Works Construction
Minesite Phase 1 Timber Harvest & Clearing
Pit Pre‐production
Transmission Line Construction
Main Embankment Construction

Continuous Activity
Intermittent Activity

Figure 2.2.6-1 Construction Phase Schedule
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The development of the new site access road will start as soon as permitting is in place. The pilot road
will be roughed into the plant site and access developed within the mine site footprint to allow Phase 1
timber harvesting and access for initial equipment for bulk earthworks.
The extent of harvesting, grubbing and clearing in Phase 1 will be sufficient to allow water management
works, pit pre-production, site infrastructure development, tailings main embankment construction,
stockpile development, and tailings deposition for several years. The limit of work completed in Phase 1
will be a balance between maximizing deteriorating forestry values due to Mountain Pine Beetle
infestation, operational needs, minimizing premature disturbance, and compliance with an approved
closure plan.
Upgrading of the new site access road, 4500 Road, and development of site infrastructure roads will start
as soon as road construction material is accessed within the mine site area.
Priority site infrastructure roads will include access to the main embankment site and to the open pit. All
roads will be built in accordance with the Forest Practices Code, Forest Road Engineering Guidelines.
Priority site infrastructure development will be the plant site area to establish drainage and foundation
preparation for the camp, followed by laydowns, an equipment maintenance area, and other infrastructure
as outlined in Section 2.2.5.
Concurrent with bulk earthworks at the plant site and primary crusher will be the preparation of the water
control structure and systems for the control of Fish Lake outflow and initial pit pre-production activities.
Two small earthfill flood control dams will be constructed at the outlet of the lake to enable controlled
discharge around the pit pre-construction area and eventually pumping of Fish Lake outflow to the inlets
of Fish Lake and the TSF.
Once the water flows are controlled around the main tailings embankment footprint, construction of the
main embankment can begin as outlined in Section 2.2.5. A borrow pit within the limits of the TSF may be
used for initial construction materials, but the majority of construction materials are assumed to be
derived from the pit pre-production.
Initial pit pre-production activities will be limited to the higher ground east of Fish Creek. An initial
sediment control system will be established to protect Fish Lake and the creek. Pit pre-production
activities will include development of initial pit benches in the starter pit, TSF haulage road, ore and waste
rock/overburden haulage roads, waste rock/overburden and ore stockpiles, establishment of the pit
dewatering system, and installation of the pit power distribution system.
The timing of the transmission line timber harvest will be based on optimizing contractor efficiency,
mitigating any sensitive biophysical constraints and ensuring harvesting does not delay line construction.
This may not be a continuous activity but staged to accommodate seasonal or environmental constraints.
Transmission line construction will be complete approximately three months before commissioning. The
timeline allows for winter construction if required for any ecosystem constraints. The Dog Creek switching
station construction and line reinforcement will be completed by BC Hydro prior to infrastructure
commissioning.
Fish compensation works and activities will commence during the construction phase as well.
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Operations Phase
The main activities in the operations phase are included on Figure 2.2.6-2. A brief description of these
activities follows.
The phasing of the open pit simply involves the sequential enlarging of the surface expression of the open
pit in a radial fashion until completion of mining activities in the pit. This is done in order to delay the
removal of waste material until required to access ore at lower levels. There is no change in other surface
mining activities beyond the timing and distribution of material to designated stockpiles and TSF
construction.
Construction of the main embankment continues through Year 18. Construction of the south embankment
begins in Year 1 and continues through Year 18. Construction of the west embankment begins in Year 7
and continues through Year 18. Construction is expected to be a seasonal activity as required to maintain
the embankments at an elevation consistent with the design criteria.
Processing of ore continues into Year 20 with the introduction of remaining stockpiled ore in Year 17.
There is the potential to delay logging and clearing within the ultimate disturbance area of the tailings
storage facility dependant on the extent of harvesting, grubbing and clearing completed in Phase 1 timber
harvesting. The distribution of work between Phases 1 and 2 timber harvesting will be a balance between
maximizing deteriorating forestry values due to MPB infestation, operational needs, minimizing premature
disturbance, and compliance with an approved closure plan.
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20

Year
22
24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

Pit Phase 1
Main Embankment Construction
Milling
Fish Compensation Works
Environmental Monitoring
Pit Phase 2 Pushback
Pit Phase 3 Pushback
South Embankment Construction
Pit Phase 4 Pushback
West Embankment Construction
Minesite Phase 2 Timber Harvest and Clearing
Tailings Dam Reclamation
Site Infrastructure Decommissioning
Infrastructure Road Reclamation
General Site Reclamation Activities
Pit Flooding
Stockpile Reclamation
Access Road Reclamation
Transmission Line Decommissioning
Transmission Line Reclamation

Continuous Activity
Intermittent Activity

Figure 2.2.6-2 Operations and Closure Schedule
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Closure Phase
Intent
The general concept applied to project reclamation and end land use is that reclamation will be conducted
with the goal of establishing equivalent post-mine capability for a variety of end land uses. Ecosystem
variety and vegetation dynamics will ensure that the post-closure landscape is capable of productively
supporting a range of simultaneous uses similar to pre-development conditions, where primarily forested
ecosystems provided a range of values from wildlife habitat to recreational fisheries. Thus, the primary
focus of the reclamation program is to foster a return to appropriate and functional ecosystems, supported
by soil salvage and replacement strategies that ensure this is possible. The focus of the reclamation
program will be to establish self-sustaining vegetation and wildlife species habitat. The reclamation
planning for the water features and riparian zones has been designed to create productive rainbow trout
habitat for a potential recreational fishery.

Conceptual Closure Plan
The general sequence and timelines for closure activities are included on Figure 2.2.6-2. Conceptual
mine site features at closure are depicted on Figure 2.2.6-3; however, boundaries of some features such
as the tailings beach and the stockpiles may change during detailed design and permitting, and in
consideration of avoiding significant archaeological sites. Site features at closure will include:


The Pit Lake, which will fill the open pit



The non-PAG waste rock/overburden stockpile and ore stockpile footprint



The main, south, and west tailings embankments



The tailings beach, and



The TSF Lake with submerged PAG waste materials.

Estimated maximum depths of each of the water bodies are:


Pit Lake at Open Pit – 500 m



Fish Lake – 13 m (no change from baseline conditions), and



TSF Lake – 7 m.

Upon cessation of mining activities, the open pit will fill to its designed spill elevation over a period of
approximately 28 years, releasing water into lower Fish Creek in Year 48.
The mill and crusher sites will be completely dismantled upon closure of the mine. All buildings not
required for long-term closure will be removed and foundation footings broken down to ground level in
preparation for soil cover and revegetation treatments. Components of the buildings that have value will
be sold, with the remainder of the materials either recycled or disposed of on-site using the designated
dry landfill.
The transmission line will be decommissioned, dismantled, and reclaimed.
During the final months of operations, the supply and demand of chemicals and reagents used for the
daily mining and milling activities will be monitored carefully, so that the smallest volume will remain when
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operations cease. Any residual products will be packaged appropriately and shipped back to the supplier.
Alternatively, other mine operations that may be in closer proximity to the New Prosperity property could
use these products for their continuing operations.
Used oil and oil filters will be collected and recycled off site as part of the operational phase. During the
closure phase, trucks and other equipment will be required for reclamation, and this procedure of
collecting and recycling will continue until all closure activities have been completed.
General aspects of the closure plan for the tailings storage facility include:
 Selective discharge of tailings around the facility during the final years of operations to establish a final
tailings beach that will facilitate surface water management and reclamation.
 Pumping of water from the supernatant pond to the pit early in Closure Phase 1 to more rapidly
improve water quality in the TSF with precipitation and inflow of non-contact water from the eastern
catchment.
 Release of water from the south and west seepage collection ponds to Wasp and Onion Lakes,
respectively, upon the commencement of Closure Phase 1 (assuming water quality achieves permit
requirements).
 Pumping of the main embankment seepage collection ponds and wells to the pit until such time as
water quality permits discharge to the environment.
 Pumping of excess TSF water to open pit until water quality permits discharge to Fish Lake tributaries
 Dismantling and removal of the tailings and reclaim delivery systems and all pipelines, structures and
equipment not required beyond mine closure.
 Construction of an outlet channel/spillway at the east abutment of the Main Embankment to enable
discharge of surface water from the TSF to Fish Lake inlets when water quality permits.
 Removal and regrading of all access roads, ponds, ditches and borrow areas not required beyond
mine closure.
 Long-term stabilization of all exposed erodible materials.

The roads, plant site facilities, and decommissioned water management structures will be reclaimed
through replacement of windrowed soil. The waste rock/overburden stockpile, tailings beach and tailings
embankments will be reclaimed through placement of salvaged and stockpiled soil.
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If any road access is required within the mine project areas after closure, these roads will be left in semipermanent deactivated condition. Semi-permanent deactivation will allow the road to remain in place and
be useable but also environmentally stable. Semi-permanent deactivation measures to be carried out
include: removal of culverts and replacement with cross-ditches; installation of ditch blocks at cross ditch
locations; installation of waterbars across the road to direct road surface water off the road; removal or
breaching of windrows along the road edge; outsloping / insloping of the road surface as appropriate; and
revegetation of exposed soil surfaces for erosion and weed establishment control. General reclamation
practices and reclamation monitoring are described in Section 2.8.2.

Premature Closure
A discussion of premature closure is found in Section 2.2.5.

Post-closure Phase
Taseko will be responsible for all environmental monitoring and reclamation programs until such time as
all conditions of the Mines Act, Reclamation Code, and permits have been fulfilled and Taseko has been
released from all obligations under the Mines Act.
If any post closure activities are required they may include a continuation of environmental monitoring
conducted during the history of the Project. These might include:


Periodic inspection of the TSF embankments



Evaluation of water quality and flow rates



Fish and aquatic life monitoring, and



Soil and vegetation monitoring.
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